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ABSTRACT 
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Examiner: Professors Matti Vilkko and Miia Martinsuo 
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Competition in the automation system delivery project markets is harsh, so suppliers 

must be able to operate efficiently through the delivery process.  Many technical deci-

sions related to the execution of the delivery project are made during marketing and 

sales phases of the project, before the execution of the project begin. These decisions 

define the extent of the project and are the foundation when realizing the projects. Usu-

ally customers have several different technical demands concerning purchased automa-

tion systems and project suppliers must be able to fulfill these requirements already in 

the sales phase of the project. 

 This thesis focuses on improving quality of the automation delivery project quo-

tations in the case organization. Special attention is aimed at technical accuracy of the 

quotations. This research was executed as a mixed method study. During the research 

process, it was observed that there had been significant problems with the automation 

system cabinet products at the quotation phase of the project in the case company.  

A new configurable product structure for the automation system cabinet prod-

ucts has been developed and presented in this thesis. The new product structure was 

developed based on the customer technical requirements, determined during the re-

search process. This thesis focuses on the specific automation system cabinet type, of 

which new configurable product structure and modules had been developed and produc-

tized using V- model. That automation system cabinet type was also proof- of- concept 

to the development of the other automation system cabinet types. 

 During this research it was observed that the sales tools of the case organizations 

have not been up- to- date and do not respond to the requirements of modern business 

environment. This thesis presents concrete improvements and further proposals con-

cerning sales tools development. The main goal of this thesis was to improve quality of 

the automation project quotations to ensure case organization’s competitiveness and 

effectiveness in the long run. 
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Kilpailu nykypäivän automaatiojärjestelmien toimitusprojekti markkinoilla on kovaa, 

joten automaatiojärjestelmätoimittajien on kyettävä toimimaan tehokkaasti läpi koko 

toimitusprosessin. Projektien myyntivaiheessa tehdään erittäin merkittäviä teknologisia 

päätöksiä, jotka määrittelevät projektin laajuuden. Asiakas organisaatioilla on usein 

ennalta määritellyt tekniset vaatimukset hankittavalle automaatiojärjestelmälle, joihin 

järjestelmätoimittajan on kyettävä vastaamaan tarjousvaiheessa riittävällä tarkkuudella. 

 Tässä työssä keskitytään automaatiojärjestelmä toimitusprojektien tarjousten 

laadun parantamiseen kohdeyrityksessä. Erityisesti tarjousten teknisen tarkkuuden 

parantamiseen on keskitytty. Tutkimus toteutettiin monimenetelmä tutkimuksena, jonka 

aikana havaittiin, että suurimmat ongelmat kohdeorganisaation projektien tarjousten 

laadussa liittyivät automaatiojärjestelmäkeskuksiin. Työn aikana määriteltiin uusi  

konfiguroitava myyntirakenne automaatiojärjestelmäkeskuksille, pohjautuen 

asiakkaiden teknisiin vaatimuksiin, jotka tunnistettiin tutkimuksen aikana. Työssä on 

keskitytty vain yhteen automaatiojärjestelmäkeskus malliin. Tutkimuksessa on esitetty 

kuinka uuden myyntirakenteen mukaiset moduulit kehitettiin ja tuotteistettiin käyttäen 

apuna V- mallia. Kyseinen automaatiojärjestelmäkeskus tyyppi toimi myös 

vahvistuksena siitä, että konfiguroitava myyntirakenne on toimiva 

automaatiojärjestelmäkeskuksille ja mahdollistaa kehitystyön jatkamisen 

tulevaisuudessa. 

 Työn aikana kävi ilmi, että tutkimuksen kohdeyrityksen myyntityökalut ovat 

vanhentuneet, eivätkä vastaa nykypäivän liiketoimintaympäristön vaatimuksia. Tässä 

työssä on esitetty kehitysehdotuksia liittyen kohdeyrityksen myyntityökaluihin. 

Myyntityökalujen ylläpito havaittiin myös puutteelliseksi jonka johdosta 

myyntityökalujen todettiin kaipaavan pikaisia kehitys ja uusinta toimenpiteitä. 

 Tämän työn konkreettisina tuloksina on esitetty uusi modulaarinen ja 

konfiguroitava tuoterakenne yhdelle automaatiojärjestelmäkeskustyypille. Kyseinen 

myyntirakenne implementoitiin myyntityökaluihin ja se sai laajan hyväksynnän 

tutkimuksen kohdeorganisaatiossa. Työssä on esitetty myös kehitysehdotuksia liittyen 

myyntityökaluihin ja organisaation toimintaan tähtäimenä automaatioprojektimyynnin 

tarjousten laadun parantaminen ja edelleen organisaation kilpailukyvyn tehostuminen 

tulevaisuudessa. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays cost competition in the global automation project market is harsh. Therefore, 

automation suppliers must operate effectively and avoid mistakes through the projects 

lifecycle - also in the sales phase. In this research, the quality of quotations in the auto-

mation project sales at the case organization will be investigated. In addition, ways how 

to improve technical and cost accuracies of the automation project quotations will be 

presented. Backgrounds and structure of this thesis will be represented in brief in this 

chapter. 

1.1 Background of the thesis 

Customer’s special technical demands and standards in the automation project market 

cause intangible costs in the quotation phase to the sales persons at the research case 

organization. This problem is observed especially within automation system cabinet 

products. In this thesis system cabinets are defined as a centralization points for the au-

tomation system components. An automation system cabinet consists of power supply 

units and installation mechanics for the automation system components. These compo-

nents are typically process controllers, fieldbus devices, network components and pas-

sive devices. There is an example of the system cabinet with IP54- classification pre-

sented in figure 1.1. 

   

Figure 1.1 Main components of the automation system cabinet. 
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The main function of the automation system cabinet is to protect automation system 

components and keep them workable. The automation system cabinet includes various 

subassemblies, such as cabinet’s mechanics and power supply package. The arrows in-

dicate the most important subassemblies and components of the automation system cab-

inet in Figure 1.1.  

In previous internal studies, the case organization has observed that only 20% of 

the projects have been able to use standard automation system cabinets. This is a conse-

quence of to the changes in the market demands. As an example automation system 

cabinets are mainly valid in the pulp & paper segment projects, but new customers in 

the energy and process industries have a lot of special technical demands concern auto-

mation systems and cabinets. Typically the customer’s technical demands are concern-

ing IP- classification, power supply type or special features of the cabinet. Today, al-

most every customer has its own special requirements and every automation delivery 

project is a unique case. Challenges in the automation project sales are a result of the 

characteristics of the project business: uniqueness, complexity, discontinuity and the 

extent of financial commitment [1].  

At the beginning of this research, there were only standard automation system 

cabinet products available at the quotation tool of the case organization. However, sup-

plier of the project must be able to answer customer technical demands in the delivery 

phase of the project, so delivered and quoted automation system cabinets have not been 

parallel. This means that quotation’s technical and cost accuracies have not been at ade-

quate level. Quotation’s insufficient technical and cost accuracy caused difficulties in 

the project delivery phase to the project organization and had a negative influence on 

the project’s profit margins.  

This thesis was written as a part of the system cabinet product & process devel-

opment project of the case organization during autumn 2014 and autumn 2015. The 

background of the development project was the cost awareness throughout the automa-

tion delivery process. For example, new automation system cabinet mechanics and sales 

concept have been developed during project execution. This thesis relates to the whole 

development project through the sales phase. The main goal of this thesis is to improve 

quotation’s technical accuracy. As it was confirmed that automation system cabinets are 

not under control in the quotations, a new sales concept for the automation system cabi-

nets was developed during this study and is presented later.  

 Because of limited resources, only the automation system cabinets for the pro-

cess control nodes (ACN- cabinet) are updated within this thesis scope. The name ACN 

is derived straight from the process control node series name. Abbreviation ACN means 

Application and Control Node.  The ACN- cabinet typically consists of the basic me-

chanic, process control nodes and their installation sets, power supply package, network 

devices, terminal boxes and installation accessories. A 1200mm wide and IP54 classi-

fied ACN- cabinet is illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

The implementation of the new ACN- cabinet’s sales structure to the case organ-

ization’s sales tools is also presented in this thesis. During the research it came up that 
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there are serious weaknesses in the case organization’s sales tools reducing the quality 

of the quotations. 

1.2 Used research strategies and methods  

The research problem of this study is inaccuracy of the automation project quotations in 

the case organization’s automation system delivery project sales. The inaccuracies in the 

quotations caused several problems through the delivery process in the research case 

organization. Especially the engineering phase of the project has suffered, because tech-

nical and cost accuracies of the quotations have not been under control. In this thesis, 

causes of quotation inaccuracy are pointed out and improvements are provided. 

The goal of this research is to improve accuracy of the project quotations in case 

organizations automation system sales. As mentioned, automation system cabinets are 

one reason for the inaccuracies of the quotations at the beginning of this research, be-

cause customers of the case organization have several technical demands concern auto-

mation system cabinets. One of this thesis’ goals is to found out what are the most 

common technical demands concerning the automation system cabinets and how these 

could be taken into account effectively in the sales phase of the project. 

This study approaches research problems via following research questions de-

fined in the research plan: 

 

The main research questions:  

 

RQ1: Which are the most significant factors affecting inaccuracies of the quotations 

looked from the case organization’s point of view? 

 

RQ2: How can the case organization improve technical and cost accuracy of quotation?  

 

Minor research questions: 

 

RQ3: What is the most efficient way to the case organization quote automation system 

cabinets? 

 

The used research method was a mixed- method study due to the characteristics of 

thesis’ topic. The semi-structured interviews with the case organization’s key persons 

determined problems and requirements for the automation system cabinet’s sales struc-

ture. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) data analysis of the case projects determined 

current state of the automation system cabinets in a numeric form. 

 The improvement of the quotation’s quality required product development and 

productization actions. The V- model was used for product development model was V- 

model. The V- model is used widely in many different industries in the software and 

hardware system engineering [2]. Triangulation plays an important role in this research.  
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Triangulation means coupling of the different study methods, researchers, data sources 

and theories. Triangulation makes possible to improve validity of the study [3]. 

During the research process it emerged that little is written about the quality of the 

project quotations. The traditional literature on project management is mainly limited to 

a portion of the project that begins after the design and implementation decisions have 

been made [4]. 

1.3 Thesis structure 

This thesis is comprised of six main chapters. The theoretical background of this thesis 

is presented after this introduction. The case organization and its central products are 

presented in the third chapter. Research execution is discussed after that. The fifth chap-

ter includes discussion about the results of this study and the last chapter is reserved for 

the conclusions. 
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2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Theoretical background of this research is discussed and central terms are clarified in 

this chapter. 

2.1 Characteristics of the project business 

The business environment of this thesis is interesting: every automation system deliv-

ered by the case organization is unique. There are several different issues behind this 

phenomenon, for example automation system controlling paper machine is so complex 

that it is always customized to that certain application. Because the delivered automa-

tion systems are always tailor- made products we can speak that case organization is 

operating in the field of project business.  Cova et al. present four more or less intercon-

nected characteristics in the project business: uniqueness, complexity, discontinuity and 

the extent of financial commitment [1]. These characteristics are also valid in the indus-

trial automation system delivery projects and are affecting different difficulties through 

the delivery process. The characteristics of the project business will be discussed shortly 

at the next. However, the definition for the project is clarified at the very first.  

2.1.1 Project 

It is important to understand what actually a project is and how it differs from other 

business forms. The automation system delivery included typically much hardware and 

software products, but these are alone not enough. The automation system and con-

trolled machine needs couple – this means that the automation system delivery included 

also engineering hours and installation services.  In the literature term project is defined 

as a complex transaction covering a package of products, services and work, specifically 

designed to create capital assets that produce benefits for a buyer over an extended peri-

od of time [1].  

Every project has a predefined goal. The goal of the project is typically a desired 

future state that is expected to achieve through the completion of the project [4]. In the 

automation system delivery projects the goals are inter alia to start system on time and 

achieve all determined requirements to the system. As mentioned, every automation 

delivery project is always a unique case due to special characteristics of project busi-

ness. These characteristics are discussed next. 
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2.1.2 Uniqueness 

Contributing the automation system delivery projects it is easy to say that every project 

is a unique case. For example automation system cabinets, automation application and 

fieldbus interfaces to other system are always different. Uniqueness causes harm also in 

the project sales phase, because it is almost impossible to define the structure of the au-

tomation system perfectly so early phase of the project. The characteristic that usually 

distinguishes projects from other types of activities is the uniqueness of the activity 

structure (unique entity) comprising a project; no project has an identical sister project. 

Uniqueness can be due to different factors defined by Artto et al. [4]: 

 The project goal and result differ from earlier projects. 

 The project organization differs from earlier projects. 

 Circumstances are unique. 

 Project stakeholders differ from previous projects. 

 The product resulting from the project is made according to specific customer 

requirements. 

 

All mentioned differences between different projects affected challenges also in the 

automation system delivery projects. Especially the uniqueness of the projects does 

making of the accurate project quotation very hard in the project’s sales phase.  

2.1.3 Complexity 

Automation projects are characterized by an extreme technical complexity. The tech-

nical complexity is result from the high amount of the technical elements in the design, 

organization and execution of the technical solution for the customer [1]. Most technical 

projects are complex because activities are not typically predictable or they cannot be 

repeated in other projects. The repetition of simple activities is characteristic of serial 

production but complex activities, as occur in a project setting, are often new ones. 

There are required special skills, creativity, constant evaluation, and clear decision mak-

ing to execute them effectively [4]. The structure of the modern automation system is 

technically very complex system as presented later on this thesis.   

2.1.4 Discontinuity 

Discontinuity of the project business can assimilate thinking life cycle of the project. 

Project’s life is explained to begin when one firm draws up a contract with another firm, 

and it is dissolved at the end of the operation phase when the transaction is completed 

[5]. This means that projects are limited in time, which has predefined, in the early 

phase of project. 

Project business is characteristics also by a high degree of discontinuity in eco-

nomic relations between the supplier and the customer [1]. A project has always limited 
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possibility of consuming resources like labor, time and money. The project must be ex-

ecuted within a predefined budget [4].  

2.1.5 The extent of financial commitment 

All technical projects are characterized with the extent of financial commitment. Even 

in the little projects financial issues needed high-level attention in the sales phase [1]. In 

the delivery projects funds and cash flow needs to be controlled and scheduled thus pro-

ject can be finished [6]. The financial point of view is not fundamental topic of this the-

sis, so it is not discussed in detailed level. 

2.2 Theoretical framework of the project marketing and 
sales process 

Because project business has its special characteristics the project marketing and sales 

process differs from other business forms. This chapter introduces project marketing 

and sales chain used generally in the project sales. The quotation process is central topic 

of this thesis and it is discussed separately in the second part of this section. It is very 

important understand the importance of the sales phase relative to the whole project 

success. The most important choices and solutions are made in this phase, before the 

real execution of the project begins. During the sales phase, project’s target, schedule 

and financial resources are determined. Because projects are unique and complex, pro-

ject marketing and sales activities differ in many ways from other marketing and sales 

tasks [4]. 

In the literature several different definitions for the term “project marketing” are 

presented. Historically, project marketing has first dealt with the formation of a proposal 

in response to a call for tender issued by a customer. The buyer launches a call for ten-

der defining its need. The various project suppliers react to this stimulus making quota-

tions in accordance with the specifications and mostly based on price. Since the 1980s 

project suppliers have tried to be more proactive approaches aiming at anticipating pro-

ject demand and getting prepared for it [7]. Cova et al. determined the term “project 

marketing” in a generic sense to describe the activities and processes associated with 

developing competitive response to invitation to tender [8]. The determination presented 

by Cova et al. is valid also in the automation project sales and further in this thesis. 

These activities and processes are discussed next. 
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2.2.1 Phases of the project marketing and buying processes 

Every project can be comprehended as two parallel projects: from customer’s perspec-

tive as a purchasing and investment project and from perspective of the supplier as a 

sales and implementation project. Project management literature presents different pro-

ject’s lifecycles and their phases discussed next, both from customers and supplier’s 

viewpoints [9].  

The project buying process is a long-lasting project to the project’s buyer party. 

It includes several different phases as presented in figure 2.1. Cova and Holstius present 

that lifecycle of the project looked at the customer’s point of view starts to the need 

awareness [10]. In the automation system delivery projects of the case organization cus-

tomers have not expertise to understand all aspects of the automation system and other 

way around automation system deliverer does not understand all requirements consider-

ing customer plants, so there is natural need to discuss.  

Typically customer research and contact for advice from the potential suppliers. 

This phase is called as a search phase in the literature. At the same time, project supplier 

tries to find out new potential projects. The supplier is scanning business environment 

and tries to identify potential project opportunities during this phase [10].  The suppli-

er’s main decision in the searching phase is segment targeting and customer’s is invest-

ment decision [9]. Automation system provider can decide to focus for example only to 

the power plant automation. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Main decisions of the project’s customer and supplier in the different phases 

of the project [9]. 

The second phase is called as a preparation phase. In this phase, buyer side pre-

pares different specifications and list all approved suppliers. Buyer sends request for 

quotation to all approved customers [10]. Automation project markets there are often 

consults acting on the behalf of the customer, because of technical complexity. When 

the supplier received the quotation request, it needs to make bidding decision. Before 

the decision, the project’s supplier should evaluate the strategic importance, financial 

profitability, technological options and project- related risks [4]. For example in auto-

mation project supplier should think is its system applicable to customer’s process, be-

cause it makes no sense to invest quotation preparation if there is significant technical 

lacks. 
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Negotiation is an important component of this phase, permitting the buyer to 

adapt his demands according to the information he may have collected from different 

bidders and express his requests more specifically to the bidders. Supplier focuses to get 

information and tender specifications, which are favorable to the company from all the 

entities involved to the project preparation in this phase of the project.  [10]. For exam-

ple, the supplier can seek ways to influence technical issues in the tender documents and 

the customer’s interests. Supplier can appear more favorable in relation to competing 

suppliers, if it can influence to the criteria with which the customer evaluates possible 

proposals [9].  

The third phase is called as a bidding phase. The bidding phase can include one 

or several quotation cycles. The supplier sets up the proposal including technical and 

financial proposals how to execute the project. After that the customer analyzes these 

proposals and chooses typically only a few customers to the negotiation phase. There 

could be several possible negotiation – new quotation – analyses of the new quotation 

loops in this phase [10]. Customer makes project contract with the selected supplier at 

the end of negotiation phase.  

Elgh presents that bidding process can be divided into three sub-processes; re-

quest for quotation (RFQ), quotation preparation, and quotation evaluation. The quota-

tion preparation is very important in the automation project sales. From the manufactur-

er view, it precedes the order preparation and is initiated by a customer request for quo-

tation. What have been quoted concerning functionality, price, quality and delivery time 

will affect the final business success. Automation system project suppliers have to de-

velop a simplified calculation and decision model incorporating all important aspects 

and properties that have been identified for the purpose to make it a suitable representa-

tion of the products to be [11]. The aspects and properties commonly in automation pro-

ject sales concern e.g. functionality, dimensions, application features or voltage levels.  

Execution of the project starts after the project contract. The implementation 

phase includes all actions required achieving agreed goals of the project. Supplier needs 

also maintenance of a climate of the cooperation between buyer and seller in the identi-

fication and solving of problems arising [10]. As figure 2.1 illustrates it is possible that 

supplier and customer made some modifications to the project contract during imple-

mentation phase. The project marketing and buying processes ends to contract closing. 

For example, in the automation delivery projects the project contract closed typically 

after succeed system commissioning and test run.  

2.3 Project quotation 

Structure and quality of the project quotations are discussed in this chapter. The struc-

ture of the project quotation depends strongly from the type of the project, but general 

structure to industrial project quotations is presented. The concept “quality of the pro-

ject quotation” is clarified and means to improve it, presented in the literature, are dis-

cussed at the end of this section. 
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2.3.1 Structure and quality of the project quotation 

The structure of the project quotation is varying between different suppliers inside of 

same industrial field. However, Cova et al. have identified common attributes from pro-

ject quotations. They presented that project quotation includes typically two different 

offers: technical and financial. The project’s technical offer incorporates all products 

and services to be provided and scope of work to be undertaken during the project de-

livery. The financial offer addresses the financial terms: price, conditions of payment, 

contract conditions (guarantees, roles, responsibilities, etc.) and financial arrangements 

[1]. These two separated offer types allow investigate quality of the project quotations 

in the case organization. 

A high level of accuracy of the project quotations is a necessity as the ever-

increasing competition in the modern automation project market. The quality of the 

quotation comprises to both technical and cost accuracy of the quotation. The hard 

competition on every industrial field has forced companies to investigate to their quota-

tion process. For example Elgh presents on his study how a number of Swedish subcon-

tractors have an emerging need of support in the quotation process. The companies have 

to adopt new ways of working, including processes, methods and tools to be able to 

respond quickly with a competitive price and a short product delivery time while ensur-

ing company profitability. The bidding cost must be at a level that satisfies the customer 

and at the same time guarantees projects profit. However, the ever-increasing competi-

tion reduces the gap between the two [11]. These phenomenon are valid on the case 

company of this research and it implies that a higher level of accuracy of the cost esti-

mations in the quotation process is a necessity. 

Quality of the project quotations is not widely discussed in the literature, so 

there have not been many accessible references. However, it is presented general re-

quirements for the project quotations in this chapter. Artto et al. presented that the pro-

ject quotation should highlight the problem to be solved and its relevance to the custom-

er’s process and business, and the nature, methods, and benefits of the project supplier’s 

technical solution should be described as extensively as the request for bid requires. The 

quotation should include all technical and financial aspects relevant to project execu-

tion. It is very important that the project supplier is able to display the value of its solu-

tion to the customer in its quotation [4].  

 Cova and Holstius presented key success factors in project sales on their study. 

These factors are presented in the project winning triad in figure 2.2. The offer is placed 

to the center of the winning triad and includes several different topics. All topics are 

typically included to the project quotation. For example warranties of the products de-

livered during the implementation phase of the project are descripted typically in the 

quotation documents. Project offer have typically organized structured: different docu-

ments are divided under clear topics.  
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Figure 2.2 The project winning triad presented by Cova and Holstius [10]. 

It is important that project’s quotation documents descript clearly all wanted issues. For 

example terms of payment should be clearly and solidly mentioned in the quotation 

documents. Quality of the project quotation is divided to two different aspects as Cova 

et al. presented: 

 

Quality of the technical quotation: 

Quality of the automation project quotation’s technical aspect is very central concept in 

this thesis. The quotation’s technical aspect includes all required products, services and 

work required to respond customer requirements in the project delivery phase. The quo-

tations technical accuracy indicates the level how carefully all technical aspects are no-

ticed in the quotation’s technical specification.  The quotation’s technical aspect in-

cludes also quality of the quotation’s technical documents. 

 

Quality of the financial quotation: 

Quality of the financial quotation is very wide term, but in this thesis it determines level 

to the project’s ability to stay on the project’s budget determined at the sales phase of 

the project. The poor quality of the technical quotation can lead to inaccurate budget 

estimates and could affect serious problems to the projects. In summary, the technical 

quotation needs to be valid, because technical mistakes reflect straight to the quality of 
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the financial quotation. This thesis declines all other aspects of the financial quotation 

outside of the scope. A poorly made bid can also reflects negatively on company image, 

lowering the project supplier’s reputation [4].  

 

Quotations technical and cost accuracies are strongly linked together. It is very im-

portant be able to quote automation project technically correctly or cost accuracy will 

not be on the acceptable level. To reach a high level of accuracy is commonly a labori-

ous task, especially if the quotation process is not structured and documented. To be 

efficient, the quotation process has to be formalized and optimized. The process input 

and output has to be clarified, sub- processes and resources identified, and supporting 

methods and tools developed and implemented [11]. Some researches presenting how 

quotation processes has been developed are discussed at the next.   

2.3.2 Quality improvement of the quotation process 

Most of us do not realize how many processes we perform on a day-to- day basis, for 

example industries have several processes that enable them to provide products or ser-

vices for customers [12]. Making a quotation can be also thought as a process as illus-

trated with the black box model in figure 2.3. There are listed inputs making a stimulus 

to affecting to the process. The quotation process is a sub- process of the whole sales 

process, with several different inputs. For instance, company’s products and customer 

requirements are typical inputs to the quotation process. Value- adding activities in the 

quotation phase are for example, finding the best or cheapest technical solution to solve 

customer’s problem and making quotation documents where the solution is descripted.  

 

Figure 2.3 Quotation process presented with the black box model. 

 

Summers presents that companies must find out wasteful processes and improve them. 

The processes providing the products and services will need to be quality- engineered, 

with the aim of preventing defects and increasing productivity by reducing process cy-

cle times and eliminating waste [12]. Quotation process provides possibilities to im-

prove it and further for example increase productivity of the organization. There is two 

different researches discussed and presenting how quotation process and quotations ac-

curacies have improved. 
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 Elgh presents on his study how IT- based decision support system improved 

quotation preparation process on sub-supplier company in the supply chain of the car 

industry.  Hi presents how strategy of product customization can be a competitive edge 

to companies, which base their business strategy to on engineer- to- order (ETO) prod-

ucts. ETO products are products requiring efficient system for generation of different 

product variants based on the different customer requirements in the quotation phase 

[11]. Even Elgh’s research is discussing ETO products in the car industry there are sev-

eral confluences to the cabinet products used in the automation projects. Cabinet prod-

ucts are manufactured as ETO products. 

The companies providing ETO products are commonly involved in many quota-

tion processes simultaneously and they need to be able to respond quickly with competi-

tive prices and a short product delivery time while ensuring company profitability. Elgh 

presents that these companies have to introduce design automation. The design automa-

tion is suitable solution in the company’s manufacturing quite simply ETO products, but 

it is not practical solution to case company of this research, because automation system 

are much more complex products as products discussed in the Elgh’s study. The product 

configuration is good solution to case company of this thesis as research of Hvam et al. 

presents. That research is discussed later.  

In Elgh’s case study, a design automation system for quotation preparation of 

seat heaters was developed for a sub-supplier. The system enables the company to re-

spond quickly with a competitive price and a short product delivery time while ensuring 

company profitability. Elgh presents is important, as the bidding cost must be at a level 

that satisfies the customer and at the same time guarantees product profit [11]. This is 

good goal to this research: find solution how automation system cabinets should quote 

that product profit rise to adequate level.  

The Elgh’s overall conclusion based on the company response is that the devel-

oped system fulfills the initial need: The precision in the system output is acceptable, 

and the traceability and documentation is of good quality. Approximately, one day per 

heat element is saved, and with over a hundred returning bids a year, considerable cost 

savings are generated [11]. The results are impressive and confirm that ETO products 

should quote with efficient IT- based tools. As, mentioned design automation is too 

complex in the case organization of this research, but product configuration is valid so-

lution. 

Hvam et al. presents on their study how IT- based product configuration system 

can support the process of engineering highly complex industrial products. Their article 

is based on a research project carried out as collaboration between the Centre for Prod-

uct Modeling (CPM) at the Technical University of Denmark and a Danish cement plant 

manufacturer. Operational environment is different as in Elgh’s study. The cement plant 

is presented as large, complex and “one-of-a-kind” product. They presented three dif-

ferent competition parameters including that kind of products:  

1. A shorter lead time for quotation and order fulfillment 
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2. Ability to meet customer requirements as to functionality and quality of 

the products 

3. Intensive price competition 

 

These competition parameters are very valid also in this study. Because it has been 

known that nowadays case organization of this study has not been able to answer cus-

tomer requirements with standard products. Hvam et al. presented that IT- based con-

figuration system is a solution to meet all these competition parameters. A configuration 

system can be defined as an IT-system capable of combining well defined building 

blocks governed by rules and constraints into a product [13]. 

This kind of system sets limits also to the products: well-defined modular struc-

ture of the product is required. The structure of the product is handled with product 

modeling. The product model serves as a repository of information about the structure 

and functionality of the product as well as lifecycle information [13]. 

The application of product modeling and IT-based product configuration sys-

tems is a way to optimize the quotation and engineering processes, hence the costs of 

making a quotation can be reduced and the efficiency can be improved in other areas 

such as better knowledge sharing, improved quality of quotations, and shorter lead-time. 

Furthermore, the application of product configuration systems can support the decision 

process and clarify the possible alternatives when configuring a new product, e.g. by 

generating several alternative solutions at a low cost, and by ensuring that the config-

ured solution is valid.  

 Hvam et al. reached promising results on their study. The results are collected 

during more than three years during time period. The lead-time for making budget quo-

tations has been reduced from 2–5 weeks to 1–3 days and quotations are more con-

sistent and easy to read with focus on the big issues of the cement plant. In addition, the 

engineering resources used for making a budget quotation have been significantly re-

duced. The new system has a major impact to quotation process of the organization: The 

output from the configuration system is a complete quotation that is used in the dialogue 

with the customer. After some revisions based on the dialogue, a final quotation is gen-

erated, and the documents can be adjusted manually before the final quotation is submit-

ted to the customer for acceptance [13].  This means that they have now more active 

role in the whole quotation process. It is possible to reach similar results on the case 

organization of this study. 

 As Elgh’s and Hvam et al.’s researches presents the IT- based system is practical 

solution when quoting different ETO products. Whole automation system is very hard 

to quote, as configured product because its structure is so complex. It is possible to sep-

arate some special parts from the whole automation system, which have significant cost 

affect and customers have clear requirements concerning these. For example automation 

system cabinets can be quoted as configurable products. In addition, automation system 

cabinets are manufactured as ETO products, so there is good possibilities to improve 
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quotation process in the case organization of this study. The structure of the automation 

system and principles of product modularity are discussed next. 

2.4 Automation system as a product 

In this chapter general principle of the modern automation system is descripted. In addi-

tion, central topics concerning product structures are discussed.  

2.4.1 Structure of the modern automation system  

Understanding structure of the modern automation system helps to understand challeng-

es of the creating accurate quotations in the sales phase of the project. Over the last two 

decades computer and network technology has developed with giant leaps and has af-

fected to the structure of the automation systems. The modern automation system has a 

multi- level structure as illustrated in figure 2.4. The layered model includes five differ-

ent levels having own tasks to complete. The field devices are located at the lowest lay-

er. The topmost level includes ERP and other upper level management systems. The 

contents of the different layers are discussed next. 

The lowest level (L1) includes different sensors, positioners and actuators used 

to measure and control processes. For example the flow meters are used to determine 

mass flow in the process pipeline and the same mass flow could be controlled via con-

trol valve. The first level devices are not typically included to the case organization’s 

automation delivery projects excepting the special analyzers in the pulp and paper pro-

jects. 

 

Figure 2.4 Hierarchical model of modern automation system [14]. 
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The first level devices have typically standardized interfaces providing connec-

tion point to the upper level. For example, fieldbus connections or standard 4- 20 mA 

current loops are widely used. At the I/O (Input / Output) level (L2) the inputs and out-

puts are marshaled with the first level devices. For example, the control valve with the 

4- 20 mA input connection is wired to the analog output terminal in the second level. 

The number of the connection points, required in the second level, is one of the most 

significant issues defining wideness of the automation system. 

 The third level is so called control level. The process control nodes are lying on 

this level. All calculations and control algorithms are executed on these process control 

nodes. The levels two and three are usually connected together with Ethernet based to 

the process control nodes. States of the inputs and outputs are transferred via this net-

work from I/O level to the process controller nodes.  The other way round, the process 

control nodes generated control signals, which are transferred from the control nodes to 

the I/O level and converted back to analog signals on the I/O terminals. These signals 

are further sent to the sensor/actuator level where control actions are executed —may be 

opening or closing of valve, starting or stopping of motors, or controlling position of the 

valve. [14].  

The fourth level includes typically operator consoles, where interface between 

operators and process has been provided. In addition, there could be data acquisition 

systems. The levels three and four are also connected together via Ethernet based net-

work. In the large-scale automation systems there are often connections to the upper 

level systems for example to the plant’s ERP or Manufacturing Execution System 

(MES) systems.  

The networks between different levels are quite expensive and need to be taken 

carefully into account in the sales phase of the project. The connections to the upper 

level systems need also to be noticed into sales phase, because these could affect big 

costs to the projects. In addition, the upper level connections increased information se-

curity risks forcing projects to use expensive firewalls and software components to en-

sure system security. 

During this research it observed that the most significant inaccuracies consider 

automation system cabinets. The automation devices from the different levels are col-

lected to the automation system cabinets. The new modular sales structure to automa-

tion system cabinets developed during this research. That is reason why concept of 

modularity and configurable product structure are discussed next. 

2.4.2 Modularity 

IT- based product configuration system requires that products have well- defined modu-

lar structure, so the concept of modularity needs clarify. Modularity is a verifiably use-

ful concept in a large number of fields that deal with complex systems and it is utilized 

for example in a brain science, robotics and industrial engineering. Clark & Baldwin 

presented modularity by way of two subsidiary ideas. The first idea is the independence 

within and independence across modules. A module is presented as a unit whose struc-
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tural elements are powerfully connected among themselves and relatively weakly con-

nected to elements in other units. This means that modules are units in a larger system 

that are structurally independent of one another but work together. The system as a 

whole must provide a framework that allows for both independence of structure and 

integration of function [15].  

 The second idea is based to the information hiding, abstraction and interface 

thinking by Clark & Baldwin: “A complex system can be managed by dividing it up 

into smaller pieces and looking at each one separately. When the complexity of one of 

the elements crosses a certain threshold, that complexity can be isolated by defining a 

separate abstraction that has a simple interface. The abstraction hides the complexity of 

the element; the interface indicates how the element interacts with the larger system.” 

[15] .  

In the context of this thesis the automation system cabinets have divided to the 

modules having clear interfaces. A good example of this kind of module is the power 

supply package of the automation system cabinet. The power supply packages interfaces 

are defined, including mounting requirements and input & output terminals for the wir-

ings. The technical complexity and difference between packages could be hided with 

the abstraction. In case of power supply packages, knowledge about the technical com-

plexity between different packages is not needed to know, because it can be clarified 

with the words. For example, voltage levels of the power supply package mentioned on 

the name of the package hides all technical differences between different packages and 

are easy to use for the sales personnel.   

The modularity makes possible to use configurable products structure: the com-

plex system can be built up from predefined and clearly interfaced modules. This offers 

much better and efficient way to respond to the customer needs and makes engineering 

process more efficient as presented in the studies discussed previously. 

2.4.3 Configurable product structure 

In the literature advantages of the configurable industrial products are also discussed. 

Tiihonen et al. presented that configurable product includes ability to efficiently fulfill a 

wide range of customer requirements, shorter lead times in the sales- delivery process 

and increased control of production [16]. Hvam et al. presented that for industrial com-

panies characterized by large, complex and “one- of-a-kind” products can develop their 

quotation- to- order ration with product configuration. The configurable product struc-

ture affected positively to the lead- time of the quotations, to ability to meet customer 

requirements as to functionality and quality of the products and helps in the intensive 

price competition [13].   

Tiihonen et al. have investigated experiences on use of the configurable products 

with Finnish industrial companies and presented some detected properties for the con-

figurable products: the product has been pre- designed to meet a given range of different 

customer requirements, each delivered product individual is adapted to the needs of a 

customer, each product is specified as an arrangement of pre- designed components, the 
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product has a pre- designed architecture and there are no creative or innovative design 

needed as a part of the sales- delivery process [16]. 

The main reason for designing and manufacturing configurable products is the 

ability to efficiently fulfill a wide range of customer requirements. The configurable 

product structures makes possible to utilize modular product architecture. This makes 

also assemble- to- order production possible in some cases [16]. The control of produc-

tion is easier with the pre- designed and independent modules compared to one of a kind 

product. There are only limited group of items forecasted and managed compared to an 

equivalent range of fixed products [16]. The configurable products are easier to sell than 

one of a kind product, because product variations have been decided in advance. The 

automation project business is substantially reference business and configurable prod-

ucts provided more concrete reference as one of a kind product to the project suppliers. 

Tiihonen et al. mentioned also that reduction of errors in the sales- delivery process is 

important factor when configurable product structure is used. [16].  

Configurable products are used via configuration system. A configuration sys-

tem is defined in the literature as an IT- system cable of combining well defined build-

ing blocks governed by rules and constraints into a product [13]. The modular product 

structure is required if product configuration system is used. With the IT- based product 

configuration system enterprise can optimize the quotation and engineering processes, 

reduce costs of making a quotation. The system can also improve other areas such as 

better knowledge sharing, improve quality of quotations and shorter lead- times. The 

product configuration system can also support process and clarify the possible alterna-

tives when configuring new products. It can also ensure that the configured product is 

valid. The product configuration system ensures typically that well- documented de-

scription of the product can be provided early in the quotation process [13]. 
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3 CASE ORGANIZATION AND CENTRAL 

PRODUCTS 

The case organization of this research is presented in this chapter. In addition, case or-

ganization’s central products and used sales tools are also discussed on this chapter. 

3.1 Case organization of this study 

 

Case organization is a leading process performance provider, with customers in the min-

ing, oil and gas, and aggregates industries. Case organization’s services and solutions 

improve availability and reliability in minerals processing and flow control, providing 

sustainable process and profit improvements. The case organization is listed on the 

NASDAQ OMX Helsinki, Finland. In 2013, its net sales totaled EUR 3.8 billion, and it 

employs approximately 16,000 industry experts in 50 countries [17]. 

 This research has executed in the case organization’s Process Automation Sys-

tems (PAS) business unit during summers 2014 and 2015. The case organization serves 

customers mainly in the pulp and paper, power generation, marine and oil & gas indus-

try sectors and its total sales in 2013 were approximately EUR 300 million. The case 

organization provides automation system solutions and services to the customers. 

EBITA margin of the business unit has been approximately 10- 12 percent in the recent 

years and it employs about 1600 automation experts in 2013 [18].  

 Process automation system business unit includes three different business lines: 

Control & Measurement Systems (CMS), Energy & Process Systems (EPS) and Ser-

vices. The case organization’s matrix organization is presented in figure 3.1.  Galbraith 

determines the matrix as follows: A matrix organization is organization type that is built 

around two or more dimensions, such as functions, products or regions, and in which 

people have two bosses. Matrix organizations are used for example in the companies 

that are creating state-of-the-art technologies and then combine them rapidly into win-

ning products [19]. The case organization is using matrix organization to creating high- 

end automation products and to providing services to the industrial customers in global-

ly. 
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Figure 3.1 Matrix organization of the case organization. 

 There are three vertical business lines existing in the case organization: Control 

& Measurement Systems (CMS), Energy & Process Systems (EPS) and service. In ad-

dition, there are used several horizontal business units existing. Operations, R&D and 

Market areas are relevant horizontal units from the viewpoint of this study. Operations 

organization is responsible to execution of all the delivery projects. R&D is responsible 

for the development and management of the case automation system’s common HW 

and SW products. It serves all business lines. Market areas are responsible for the pro-

ject sales. In addition, all product lines have own products and they are providing sales 

support functions to the market areas.  

3.2 Automation project flow in the case organization 

The typical project flow used in the case organization’s automation system delivery 

projects is presented in figure 3.2. The project flow is divided to the four main periods. 

The first period is sales phase that ends if project quotation won and project contract has 

signed. Engineering and manufacturing phase follows sales phase. The automation pro-

ject ends to the installation and start- up phase. After start- up execution of lifecycle 

management of the automation system starts and customer responsibility transfers from 

projects to service. 

The project flow is divided with eleven milestones if considered in the detailed 

level. The first phase is sales phase ending to transfer project from sales to the project 

organization. The concrete results from the sales phase are project’s plan and budget. 

Project plan includes typically sections from the quotation documents (e.g. technical 
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specifications, component lists, example cabinet layouts and example system layout) 

.During the sales phase also some basic engineering actions have executed. The most 

important technical choices are made during these phases and are presented in the pro-

ject plan. The project plan is starting point to the engineering & manufacturing phase of 

the project.  

 

Figure 3.2 Automation project flow in the case organization. [20]. 

Definition, implementation and manufacturing phases are following basic engineering 

and sales phases. The hardware and software definitions are made during definition 

phase and ended to the definition acceptance milestone. Structure of the automation 

system, automation system cabinets and automation application (SW) of the automation 

system are implemented during the implementation phase. 

The Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) phase follows manufacturing & logistics 

phase. The FAT phase ends to the customer acceptance.  The automation system will be 

shipped to the customer after the FAT. The installation phase starts after shipment and 

ends to the system take over. Commissioning phase is the last phase of the project, in-

cluding required test runs. It ends to the take over and final customer acceptance. 

 

3.3 Hardware of the case automation system 

The theoretical structure of the modern automation system has discussed in the second 

chapter. Case organization’s automation system – DNA (Dynamic Network of Applica-

tions) – is also that kind of modern automation system with the multilevel structure. The 

first level devices (sensors, actuators, etc.) are not included to the scope of this thesis, 

because in the typical project deliveries devices in level 1 are not included to the scope 

of the project. However, amount of the first level devices determinates wideness of the 
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automation system. Required I/O- and fieldbus connection amounts are inheriting 

straight from the first level device amounts.  

 In the second level, field devices are connected to the automation system via 

I/O- terminals or via fieldbus interface devices. There are two different I/O- product 

families available in the case organization’s automation system: M80 and M120. M80 

series includes terminals for the low current and low voltage signals. There are available 

both digital and analog I/O- terminals in the M80 I/O- series as well as frequency and 

temperature input terminals. I/O- units of the M120 series are used when high voltage 

isolation between channels is required and when digital interface is needed for high 

DC/AC line voltage without external relays [21]. In the automation project deliveries 

I/O- amount is one of the major factors designating extent of delivered system.  

 The third level is so called control level. In the DNA systems, ACN process con-

trol nodes are used to control processes. There are four different ACN nodes available: 

ACN CS, ACN SR, ACN RT and ACN MR. ACN RT is very powerful process control 

node and is used in the applications where extreme high performance is required. ACN 

CS nodes are widely used in the automation system delivery projects of the case organi-

zation. ACN CS is compact and performance device including several fieldbus interface 

options. ACN MR is compact process control node used for example in the projects 

where distributed control architecture is required. ACN SR is compact and cheap pro-

cess control node used mainly in the stand- alone applications.   

  I/O- devices and process control nodes are connected together with the different 

network devices. The network structure between I/O- level and control level is often 

very significant cost factor in automation system deliveries and needs to be noticed 

carefully in the sales phase. Network is consisting for switches, cross connection panels 

and cables.  The process control stations, network components and I/O- devices need to 

be covered for the surrounded environment. In practice, this means that devices need to 

be installed to the automation system cabinets.  

 The fourth level includes typically computers to the plants operators and differ-

ent servers, for example information management servers. The interface between pro-

cess and operators has been provided in the fourth level. The fourth and third levels 

need to be also connected together via network. This network has often quite complex 

structure, including for example redundant switches and cabling.  

There are usually only communication devices between the fourth and fifth level (e.g. 

routers, firewalls and DMZ- switches) in the case organization’s automation system 

deliveries. There is illustrated simplified structure of the case automation system in fig-

ure 3.3 below. 
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Figure 3.3 Multi level structure of the case automation system. 

In figure the field instruments will be connected to I/O- units at the second level. The 

field instrument signals are converted to the digital signals and transferred from I/O- 

units to the process control station. Same measurement is also readable in the operation 

station’s screen. There are networks between the second and the third level as well as 

between the third and the fourth level. Note that example above is very rough and in 

real cases there are also much software and network components also included to the 

project delivery.  

3.3.1 Hardware integration in the case automation system 

Hardware of the case automation system is integrated to the automation system cabi-

nets. Automation system cabinet is a project specified product combination including all 

required mechanical and electrical components with needed connection and installation 

works. There are five different main types of the system cabinets used in the case auto-

mation system deliveries: IT cabinet, ACN cabinet, I/O cabinet, cross connection cabi-

net and field box. This thesis focuses to the ACN- cabinets, because these are in the 

very central role in the project deliveries and because these structures is enough simpli-

fy, so these are also valid target to be used as a proof- of- concept product. The field 

boxes are also revised in scope of the development project, but are not discussed in this 

thesis. An example for the ACN- cabinet is presented in figure 2.2. 
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Figure 3.4 Example for the ACN- cabinet. 

ACN- cabinet includes typically devices from level 3 and these connection devices.  

Typically ACN- cabinet assembly includes frame of the cabinet, doors, power supply 

units, network components, process control nodes and fieldbus connection devices. Sig-

nificant cost of the system cabinet comes from installation works and materials. This 

cabinet is consisting of the Process control nodes (3), network switches (21-25) and 

fieldbus connection devices (13, 14, 20).  

3.4 Used sales tools 

Sales tools that are used in the project sales of the case organization are mainly built 

over Lotus Notes and MS Excel. For example the customer relationship management, 

project’s sales card, product catalog and customer call reports have own applications in 

the Lotus Notes. The different applications are mainly linked together. Applications 

having a central role in the context of this thesis are presented in this chapter: Product 

catalog application is called as a MASCat, quotation tool is called as a MASQot and 

sales project management application or sales card is called as a MASCard. The product 

information flow and used support tools & databases are presented shortly at the first. 
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3.4.1 Product information flow between different tools 

It is obviously that when complex products have been developed, managed and sold that 

there are several different databases and tools used. The data in the sales tools needs to 

be under control. The databases and tools used to manage product information at the 

research case organization are presented in this section. 

The base for the product information is PDM software called ATON. All prod-

uct structures, manufacturing documents, item lists, versions, etc. are managed in this 

application. It is very important to understand major role of the PDM data: it is base 

data to all other tools used to control product information. The used tools and databases 

used in the case organization’s automation project sales are presented in figure 3.5.  

 

Figure 3.5 Product Information flow in the case organization’s sales tools. 

As we can see, the product data is managed in the PDM software ATON. When product 

is ready from the R&D process link between ATON and corporation ERP system can be 

opened. The product’s cost management is cared on the ERP system. For example, 

power supply package’s product structure is controlled in the PDM and cost information 

for the product is controlled in the ERP. After cost information there is need for the 

sales and price information of the product. These are managed in the sales tools as pre-

sented in the next chapter. ATON and ERP system are separated applications and are 

not built over Lotus Notes. That is reason why there is a SQL database between sales 

tools and ERP system. 

3.4.2 Sales tools 

When considered sales tools from the product information flow point of view the prod-

uct catalog is the first application after the SQL database. Product catalog is in central 

role also in the product information management process, because all price information 

is determined here. The basic data of the product is inherited from the PDM and cost 

information from ERP to the product catalog application. Sales and transfer prices for 

the product are determined manually in the product catalog. 

Every product have own product card in the product catalog. Product card in-

cludes base data for the product, for example product information texts, prices and pic-

tures are included to the product card. There is also possibility to translate product info 

text to another languages in the product card. The central feature of the product card at 

this thesis point of view is possibility to build product configurations in the application. 

There are two different alternatives how configurator possibility can be used. The re-

quired amount for the designated product can be transferred to the quotation tool via 

Excel based formulas determined in the product card. Another alternative is build con-
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figurable products in the product card, then sales personnel can make product configura-

tion in the quotation tool.  

There is very large mass of products in the product catalog and only active and 

needed products are shown in the quotation tool.  Products, which are shown in the quo-

tation tool, are managed manually and updated a few time per year. Official quotation 

tool is MS Excel based VBA- application called as MASQot. In the quotation tool there 

is a structured item list called as a lotto file. Sales personnel choose needed products or 

creates wanted product configuration in the quotation tool. Structure of the lotto file and 

quotation tool is presented detailed in the separated chapter below. The output from the 

quotation tool is item list (technical specification). 

Automation projects are often very large entireties, so managing of the “big pic-

ture” is hard with one quotation file. Typically there are several different technical spec-

ifications used in the projects, for example the technical specifications are divided ac-

cording to the process. Quotation files and all sales project are managed in the applica-

tion called MASCard or sales card. Sales card includes for example customer infor-

mation, quotation files, total sales & margins and currency rates. The sales card is used 

to following of the sales case. 

3.4.3 Quotation tool 

Products are structured with the tripartite structure in the quotation tool. As said in the 

previous chapter, this structure (content of the quotation tool) is managed fully manual-

ly. Selected products are inherited from product catalog application. There are about 

400 rows in the last lotto file and in addition, every business lines have it own lotto 

files, so sales personnel need choose the right one depending from type of the quoted 

project.  

In the tripartite structure the first general level includes some typical activities in 

the automation project sales, for example process controllers or control room activities. 

The second level is the product group under the activity. For example in the control 

room activity there is a product group called “large monitors”. The product group in-

cludes all products that are added to the group. The next figure illustrates tripartite 

structure of the lotto file. 
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Figure 3.6 An Example for the tripartite structure of the lotto file. 

The creating of the quotation is quite simply: the sales person just enters quanti-

ties of the needed products to the quotation tool quantity column as illustrated in the 

following figure. There are also some initial information fields (e.g. signal amounts and 

required operator station amounts) that need to be filled in the quotation tool. Function-

ality of the configurator column could base on the fed values. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Product selection in the MASQot. 

We can see configurator column in the previous figure. If there is determined Excel 

based formula in the product catalog application the result values calculated with the 

formula are presented in this column. For example required amount for I/O- terminals 

can be calculated with this feature based to the signal amounts fed to the separated 

fields. The product configurator feature has not been used widely in the lotto files be-

fore this research. 
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4 EXECUTION AND RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

Used research methods, these selection and research execution are described in this 

chapter. In addition, results and limitations of this research are also discussed. 

4.1 Selection of used research methods 

The main research problem of this thesis is to improve accuracy in the case organiza-

tion’s automation project quotations. There was need to find out why there are inaccura-

cies in the project quotations and ensure that identified inaccuracies are valid. The case 

company required concrete improvements, so product development actions are also ex-

ecuted.  That was reason why this research is executed as a mixed method study. In the 

mixed method study different methods are used to solve a single research problem [22].  

There are used qualitative and quantitative research methods used in this study: 

semistructured interviews are used to collect qualitative data and ERP data is utilized in 

the quantitative analysis. The ERP system of the case organization includes enormously 

data and it is also utilized in a case study for the selected projects.  The most used meth-

od was the semistructured interview.  

Triangulation is used to increase validity in this study. Triangulation means cou-

pling of the different study methods, researchers, data sources and theories. Triangula-

tion makes possible to improve reliability of the study [3]. It is typically used in cases 

where a single study method does not provide enough encompassing picture to the tar-

get of the research [23]. 

Execution of the research started with semistructured interviews and partly par-

allel executed ERP data analysis. The used research process is illustrated in figure 4.1 

below. As we can see, at the next phase results from both methods are collected.   

 

Figure 4.1 Execution of this study. 

Based on the results from analysis, new products and sales structure to the auto-

mation system cabinets has developed during this research. The used product develop-

ment model was so called V- model, presented later on this section. 
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4.2 Data collection and analysis 

This research approached research problem via research questions mentioned in the 

introduction chapter. Because of the earlier internal research, it was known that there 

have been problems with the automation system cabinet products in the case organiza-

tion. The automation system cabinets have been sold with technical and financial inac-

curacies, but there were not knowledge what have been reasons behind the phenomena. 

The semi-structured interviews are used to collect data about this phenomenon.  

The interviewing is powerful tool for gathering information. Interviews as a re-

search method can be divided to the three main types: structured, semistructured and 

unstructured. In the structured interviews same questions are asked to all of the partici-

pants. The possible answers for the questions in the structured interviews are specified 

beforehand [24]. Semistructured interview differs from the structured interviews for 

question types and answers. Questions are same or almost same for the every participant 

in the semistructured interviews [23]. The participants are able to elaborate upon their 

answers, which is not possible in the structured interviews. The semistructured inter-

view format is widely used [24].  In the unstructured interviews interviewer and inter-

viewee discussed together for the defined themes. The interviewer can try discreetly 

lead discussion back to theme if discussion strays far away from the original theme [23]. 

The unstructured interview is open and flexible process that allows for the collection of 

very rich and voluminous data [24]. The semistructured interview method selected, be-

cause interviews questions were almost same to every participants and it was wanted 

that interviewed persons were able answer to questions based on their own experience.  

Totally ten pieces individual, one and half hour interviews executed during this 

research. The interviewed persons worked all over the case organization: personnel 

from R&D, sales, sales development, finance, project management and from product 

management interviewed. The used interview questions were almost same for the every 

participant, but the participants were able to elaborate their answer during the interviews 

as Fontana and Frey presented. Some example questions is listed below: 

 

 What are the most significant development needs in the sales process and quota-

tion phase? 

 What kind of are quotation’s technical and financial accuracies at the moment? 

 How automation system cabinets should be quoted to the customers? 

 Is there some development needs in the sales tools? 

 Which are the most common customer requirements considering automation sys-

tem cabinets? 

 

Qualitative data from the interviews collected via simple notes or transcribing inter-

views partly. The answers collected to the one text document and common answers 

came identified. There were also specific questions to every interviewee, for example 

one specific question to the interviewed project manager was: “How knowledge about 
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customer requirements transfers from the sales to the project organization?” Answers to 

the person specific questions analyzed together with supervisor of this thesis. The quali-

tative data is utilized when identified reasons behind quotation’s inaccuracies. Results 

from this analysis are discussed later on this chapter. 

The case organization wanted that current state for the automation system cabinet’s 

cost accuracy investigated. In future, this makes possible to monitor how executed im-

provements will work. The cost accuracy investigated with quantitative data analysis. 

Used data was original to ERP system of the case organization.  

The exploitation of the ERP data means that used tools are inheriting from the field 

of the Business intelligence (BI). Kaario and Peltola determined that BI is a support 

process for knowledge intensive decision- making [25]. It is intelligent knowledge man-

agement, including technologies and processes utilizing data to understanding and ana-

lyzing of business activities. Term business intelligence covers all activities linked to 

data used in the decision- making: collection, management and reportage including all 

needed calculations and analysis [26]. 

The quantitative raw- data was access from the ERP system of the case company. 

The ERP application allowed to search all delivered ACN- cabinet products to one data 

table. This data table included all purchased cabinets during limited time period (2010-

2015). It was included also much another fields to the data table, for example product 

codes, cabinet manufacturer, manufacturing date, project information and cost infor-

mation. This big data table filtered and only central field selected to analysis. The fil-

tered table included following fields: Manufacturing date, product code, product name, 

and purchase cost. 

The case organization wanted that only cabinets manufactured to the European mar-

ket in limited time period (2013 – 2014) comes analyzed. Without time period limitation 

there was 843 rows (cabinet manufactured by certain manufacturer to the European 

market) in the data table. Total amount of investigated cabinets were 260 pieces (rows) 

after time limitations. Finally, before analysis cabinet manufacturing dates replaced with 

running numbers. At the data analysis, for example cabinet’s average purchase cost cal-

culated. Results and executed calculations are discussed later on this thesis. 

The ERP system of the case organization includes also all invoices to the cabinet 

manufacturer. It executed a case study, where 20 cabinets purchase invoices were ana-

lyzed. The goal of this case study was to identify cost structure of the manufactured 

ACN- cabinets. These 20 cabinets selected randomly to the same 843 rows wide data 

table. The data table included identifier to the invoice of the cabinet, and the ERP sys-

tem allowed to print this invoice. The invoices analysis executed to reading invoices 

carefully. This analysis revealed how shelves of the automation system cabinets are 

source for the inaccuracies, as presented later on this thesis.    

In addition, one used research method was benchmarking. The benchmarking is 

determined as means of learning from other organizations. Rather than merely, measur-

ing performance, it focuses on how to improve a business process by exploiting best 

practices elsewhere [27]. In this thesis benchmarked company was another sub diary of 
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the case company and their new web- based quotation system. Results from the bench-

marking are also discussed later. 

4.3 V- Model in the product development process 

During this study new modular product structure to the automation system cabinets is 

developed. The new product structure required that new products developed. These new 

product have developed with V- model. There are various V- model versions presented 

and discussed in the literature. The V- model is developed in the 1980s and is used 

widely in many different industries in the software and hardware system engineering 

[2], [28].  Forsberg et al. presented that the V- model is one of the most efficient ways 

to visualize the technical aspect of the new product development project cycle [29]. The 

V- model used in this thesis is presented on figure 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 The used V- Model [30].  

The first step according to the V- model is to define concept of operations. In 

practice, meaning of this step is to answer questions: who, what, where, when, why and 

how [2]? This phase was base to the whole development process: development team, 

targets, timetable, reasons behind and development tools determined at this phase. 

These decisions were executed mainly before this thesis process started and that is rea-

son why these are not discussed in detailed level in this thesis. The concept of opera-

tions document was plan of the development project, including all topics mentioned 

above. The main goal of this thesis was determined on that plan: it was to identify most 

significant factors affecting inaccuracies in the case organization’s project quotations 
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and provide means to improve these. It was already known (previous internal study of 

the case organization) that automation system cabinets were inaccuracy source to the 

project quotations so team were selected hence team were able to execute product de-

velopment. Because automation system cabinets verified to inaccuracy source the prod-

uct development started. 

The first concrete step was identify customer requirements concerning automa-

tion system cabinets. That was one reason why V- model selected, it is requirement- 

driven, and the product development starts with identification of user (in this research 

user is the customer) requirements [31]. The customer requirements gathered during 

semi- structured interviews a presented previously. Results from this step are presented 

later in this thesis.  

 The next steps according to the V- model are system design phases. There are 

high- level and detailed level system design phases presented in figure 4.2. The high 

level design defines overall framework for the system [2]. In this research, new sales 

modular concept developed to the automation system cabinets. It meets customer re-

quirements and defines modules required to develop in the detailed level design phase. 

These modules developed in the detailed level design phase. The new sales concept, 

modules and requirements for these are discussed later.  

 Next steps according the Vee- model are implementation phase, subsystem veri-

fication, system verification and system validation [2]. Proto- type modules manufac-

tured at the implementation phase and after that the testing and verification / validation 

phases started. These phases are still running and are not in the scope of this thesis. 

However, the verification procedure is one advantage of the V- model: there is very 

strong verification & validation process built in. Every individual step could be verified 

separately.  

The V- model is very flexible and useful concept. It suited both software and 

hardware engineering and is easily scalable. During this thesis there were need to devel-

op simple, but also quite complex product modules and it worked well. It allowed also 

that management of the project were able to made different verification and validation 

plans. The verifications will ensure that developed product modules and sales concept 

are valid. The results from the quantitative and qualitative data analysis are discussed 

next. These results were base to product development process and V- model.  

4.4 Current state of the automation system cabinet prod-
ucts 

Analysis of the interview outcomes dedicated that insufficient quality of the quotations 

realized in the projects delivery phase with the automation system cabinets. Because 

quotations do not meet with customer requirements, it affected significant extra costs to 

projects in the project delivery phase compared to the sales budget. The problems em-

phasized especially with the automation system cabinets. There are several different 
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automation system cabinet types existing, but in this research only ACN- cabinets will 

be discussed. 

It came up that it has been impossible to answer customer requirements perfectly 

earlier, because products and further sales tools were not in a line with the customer 

requirements. There has been only one row for the ACN- cabinets in the quotation tool, 

with the cabinet’s power supply voltage selection, which has changed only types of the 

cabinet’s power supply units. This means that there has been only one locked standard 

structure for the ACN- cabinet, so sales personnel have not able to answer to customer 

requirements with the standard products. The old ACN- cabinet products are presented 

in the table 4.1 below. 

 

Table 4.1  ACN- cabinets in the quotation tool at the beginning of the research project. 

Code Description 

D201266 ACN cabinet, 4 nodes, power distribution, 230 VAC 

D201267 ACN cabinet, 4 nodes, power distribution, 115 VAC 

 

The standard ACN- cabinets have composed of the basic mechanic (frame, 

doors, floor, roof and mounting sets to four process control nodes) and power supply 

package with internal battery backup unit. The old ACN- cabinet structure includes also 

required installation materials and accessories. There is illustrated old ACN- cabinet 

with eight process control nodes and without front door in figure 4.1. The power supply 

units are installed at lower rear part of the cabinet, but are not shown in figure. The in-

ternal power supply backup unit, called SPUC, is installed under of the process control 

nodes and can be discerned in figure. The process control nodes and installation shelves 

are mounted at the middle of the cabinet. Network switches and other accessories are on 

the rear side of the cabinet or in the cable riser section. 

As said, case organization has observed that only 20% of projects are able to use 

standard system cabinets in the previous internal studies. This is result from the custom-

er’s special requirements concerning automation system cabinets. As Cova et al. pre-

sented, every project is a unique case. In practice, this can be discerned: each delivered 

automation system differs from others. Because the automation system components are 

integrated inside of the automation system cabinets, also the automation system cabinets 

are unique cases. This means that system cabinets have designed and manufactured as 

engineer-to-order (ETO) products.  

During the project manager interviews, it came up that delivered ACN- cabinets 

were highly modified from the standard ACN- cabinet’s structure in the engineering and 

manufacturing phase of the project. This means significant additional costs for the pro-

jects, because modification costs are very difficult to take into account at the sales phase 

of the project. The main reason for this was the insufficient quotation tool and inopera-

tive product structure used with the automation system cabinet products.  
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The problem has observed also among sales personnel, but there have not been 

recourses to solve it before. Sale personnel have circumvented the problem with creat-

ing new items to the product catalog and further transferring these to the quotation tool. 

These items have based to the customer’s requirements including also estimated costs. 

These “salesman-products” are not controlled via PDM system and information fields in 

the product catalog have not been providing enough information in project engineering 

phase. Big amount of this kind of imaginary products have affected problems in the 

engineering, manufacturing and also in the organization’s support functions. 

 

 

Figure 4.3 The Old standard ACN- cabinet including eight process control nodes. 

It revealed in project manager that information about special cabinets has not 

transferred from salesperson to the project organization at the several cases. Some 

“salesman-products” have included several technological defects inheriting from project 

to next. These products affected problems in the project delivery phase and are creating 

significant risk factor, as unmanaged, to the organization project business. The solution 

we tried to solve the problem was a new configurable product structure to the automa-

tion system cabinets. The development project started with identifying most common 

customer requirements (according to the V- model) considering automation system cab-

inets. Results for this investigation are discussed in the next section. 
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4.4.1 Customer requirements considering automation system cabinets 

Nowadays customers have more and more special technical demands concerning auto-

mation systems and automation system cabinets. Answering to the special technical 

demands reflects straight to the total cost of the automation system cabinet. The automa-

tion system suppliers needs to be able to respond to the customer’s special technical 

demands in present-day markets but also be able to keep costs under control. The most 

typical customer’s technical demands concerning automation system cabinets are pre-

sented in figure 4.2 below. These demands are collected during the semistructured in-

terviews. 

 

Figure 4.4 Common technical demands concerning automation system cabinets. 

The customer demands concerns mainly technology or features of the cabinet. All re-

quirements are important, but especially IP- classification and type of the power supply 

affected significant cost differences when compared standard cabinet product to the 

customer specific version.  

Interviewed persons mentioned that possible cabinet options (e.g. lights, plinths 

and fans) needs to be noticed in the quotation phase, because these reflected straight to 

cost of the automation system cabinets. It improves also ability to answer customer re-

quirements in the quotation letter when required cabinet features and options are men-

tioned in the technical specification of the quotation. The new developed sales structure 

of the ACN- cabinet is based to the technical demands presented in figure 4.2 and is 

presented on the fifth chapter. 

4.4.2 Cost accuracy of the quoted cabinets 

The case organization wanted that current state for the cost accuracy of quoted cabinets 

investigated. It was known that there have been inaccuracies in the cost accuracy of the 
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ACN- cabinets, because it has not been easily possible to quote ACN- cabinets techni-

cally correctly using the old sales structure. As mentioned earlier, there has been one 

standard ACN- cabinet type existing before the cabinet development project. However, 

delivered ACN- cabinets have not have a standard structure, so the case organization 

has been required to use universal product code (CAB0001) for the ACN- cabinets in 

the projects logistic & manufacturing phase. Cabinet’s customization cost has been so 

significant and frequent that using of the standard ACN- cabinet codes has not been 

practical in the support IT- systems. With using of the code CAB0001 the case organi-

zation has tackled several problems, for example in the ERP system. This gives also 

good viewpoint to take a look about the cost variation of the ACN- cabinets. It has se-

lected limited group of the ACN- cabinets from case projects to closer analysis as pre-

sented previously. 

 In the appendix 1 there is a graph where realized relative ACN- cabinet’s costs 

for case projects are presented. Data for the analysis is picked up from the case organi-

zation’s ERP system called LEAN. Every manufactured ACN- cabinet have own row in 

the data table including realized costs and value date. Sampling includes 260 pieces 

manufactured ACN- cabinets from the case projects. All selected cabinets have manu-

factured during years 2013 and 2014. The numbers are presented as relative, because 

this thesis is public and cost information is internal knowledge of the research’s case 

organization. Cabinets manufacturing dates are replaced with running number in the 

data analysis. 

The cost difference in percent (𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓), between realized cost (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑟) and cost 

price defined in the ERP (𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠), is calculated with the formula 4.1. Cost price for the 

standard ACN- cabinet is determined in the LEAN and cabinets pricing based on this 

cost. Analysis does not take salespersons own cabinet products into account, because 

special ACN- cabinets are often sold as a standard ACN- cabinet and ERP data does not 

include salespersons own products. The data for the salespersons own products is not 

reliable enough to use in this survey. However, this doesn’t affect big error to the analy-

sis.  

 

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓 =
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑟− 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
∗ 100 %      (4.1) 

To investigating the cost difference in percent, only 23 pieces of project’s 260 ACN- 

cabinets have been able to purchase profitable during 2013 and 2014. The average cost 

difference in percent is calculated with formula 4.2:  

 

𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓 =
∑ 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓260

𝑖=1

260
= 67,19 %     (4.2) 

 

This means that there are an average of 67% cost exceeding per ACN- cabinet. This is 

real problem to the projects and business of the organization. Short investigation re-

vealed that there are more significantly cost problems with I/O- cabinets, but because of 

the limited scope only ACN- cabinets are discussed in this thesis.  As ERP data analysis 
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revealed, there are serious problem with the ACN-cabinets cost accuracy in the quota-

tion phase of the automation project: The cost accuracy of the ACN- cabinets is not un-

der control. The executed improvements to the ACN- cabinet products and to the quota-

tion tool are discussed in the fifth chapter. 

 It came up that in some individual cases significant technical changes have af-

fected big cost difference between sales and project’s closing budget. In one case pro-

ject the structure of the automation system network has affected problems: sales person 

has sold components to the rapid spanning tree protocol network, although customer 

wanted redundant ring network. The project was required to change components, which 

affected major extra costs. Especially, in the highly competed projects this kind of 

changes affected very big problems.  

Another issue that arose during project manager interviews was the amount of 

engineering hours. They said that there is almost always too few work hours budgeted 

in the project quotations. However, it appeared that quotation’s cost accuracy in overall 

level is in acceptable level. In particularly, quotations cost accuracy is enough good if 

project’s profit margin corresponds with the goal. It is very important to improve cost 

accuracy of the quotations, because competence is so harsh in the markets.  There is 

another point of view to observe the quotations, the technical aspect, discussed in the 

next chapter. Both of aspects have also mutual dependencies.  

4.4.3 Technical accuracy of the quoted cabinets 

During execution of the interviews came up that, quotation’s technical accuracy is not in 

the good enough level. Almost every interviewed person said that quotations technical 

accuracy is in quite good level in the sales cases of Finland, but in the foreign countries 

there are more problems. Some interviewed persons told, that some customers have se-

rious problems to understand technical specifications of the case organization’s project 

quotations. Especially, the creating of “big picture” from the quoted automation system 

is not easy to the customer. It is possible to improve this with the clearer technical spec-

ifications and example drawings. 

 As discussed previously, nowadays there are several different customer require-

ments concerning about automation systems and automation system cabinets. There 

have been problems to answer these requirements with the standard ACN- cabinet prod-

ucts. This and salesman’s own ACN- cabinet products have affected that the quotations 

technical accuracy has not been under control. There has not been official way to an-

swer customer requirements, so quoted ACN- cabinets have been bided in a technically 

insufficient way. The technical defectives with the cabinets have been mostly same as 

customer requirements presented previously. This problem can be solved with new sales 

structure and products as presented in the fifth chapter. 

 One observed detail level problem with the ACN- cabinets concerns cabinet’s 

installation shelves. It observed in case study for the cabinet’s purchase invoices. There 

have been four shelves for the ACN RT nodes included ready to the cabinet mechanics 

in the old ACN- cabinet. The amount of the ACN- nodes per cabinet is varying from 
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two to eight nodes. In addition, there are also other types of ACN- nodes existing and 

requiring own installation shelves. The types of the rack- mounted ACN- nodes are: 

ACN CS, ACN RT and ACN WS. The delivered amounts of ACN RT and ACN CS in 

the case projects in the 2011 – 2014 (October) are presented in figure 4.3. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Amounts of the delivered ACN RT and ACN CS nodes in the case projects. 

As we can see, amount of the delivered ACN CS nodes has been significantly 

bigger as amount of the delivered ACN RT nodes. The ACN CS needs different type 

shelf as the ACN RT and the cost of the ACN CS shelf is about double bigger as the 

cost of the ACN RT’s shelf. Investigation to the cabinets purchase invoices brought out 

an interesting phenomenon, repeating almost every project: The standard ACN- cabinet 

has been purchased and there has been need to install ACN CS node to the cabinet. The 

standard ACN- cabinet frame includes already four shelves to the ACN RT nodes and 

these are not valid with the ACN CS nodes. This means that ACN RT shelves needs 

extract (extra preparation cost in the cabinet’s manufacturing phase) from the cabinet 

and install ACN CS shelves instead.  

The cost of the ACN CS shelves has not been taken into account in the sales 

phase so project margin has reduced. For example in the one case project it was in-

stalled six ACN CS nodes to the standard ACN cabinet. Modifications to the standard 

ACN- cabinet structure affected 25% raise to the cabinet’s manufacturing cost. In prac-

tice, the shelves of the ACN- cabinets are real source for the quotation’s technical inac-

curacy. The improvements executed during this research solved this problem as present-

ed in the fifth chapter. 
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4.5 Starting point of the quotation tool  

Quotation tool have a very central role in the quotation’s quality controlling: the auto-

mation project’s technical specification and pricing produced with the quotation tool. 

During the research it came up that there are several problems in the sales tools of the 

case organization, especially with the quotation tool called MASQot. Interviews re-

vealed currents state of the quotation tool. These problems are presented in figure 4.6 

below and are discussed at next.  

One of the biggest deficiencies in the quotation tool is lack of the visualization. 

There is a feature to add product photos (or other documents) to the quotation tool, but 

it is not used efficiently and most of the existing documents are not up-to-date. The lack 

of the visualization is big problem with the large-scale project quotations, because man-

agement of the big picture is not easy. There could be five to ten different technical 

specifications (separated quotation files) in the large-scale project quotations. The lack 

of the visualization and several different technical specifications per project leaves room 

for making mistakes in the quotation phase of the project.  

 

Figure 4.6 Observed problems in the quotation tool of the case organization. 

 

The Excel based quotation tool with several Lotus Notes based applications has 

been suffered hard to learn. The use of the quotation tool is straightforward: only add 

number to the Excel cell to choosing right amount of the needed items, but on the other 

hand, the required level for the product knowledge is very high. In addition, the quota-

tion tool does not provide support to the sales personnel, because the product infor-

mation is not easily available in the quotation tool. There are several other system and 

databases providing product data to the sales personnel. Sales persons are mainly using 

product catalog, called MASCat, as their information source. It came up that seeking of 

the product information wastes significantly time of the sales personnel. 
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 Maintenance of the quotation tool has been suffered hard. There are several ob-

solete and phase- out products in the quotation tool. Product managers are responsible 

for the updating product data to the different tools. Because product data is not managed 

correctly via PDM and ERP system there are several lacks also in the product data of 

the sales tools. Nowadays, sales tools are requiring continuous up keeping and a lot of 

handwork. For example every product, wanted to the quotation tool needs add manually 

to the lotto file. Product managers have not enough recourse to focus product data man-

agement activities.  

 Quotation tool development is in the maintenance mode and handled by one 

partial pensioned employee nowadays. It is clear that sales tools need continuous devel-

opment, which follows development of the products. The responsible organization of 

the sales tool updating seems to be ineffective. There are not enough authors up keeping 

sales tools. The responsible organization of the sales tool’s updating (Horizontal service 

function in the matrix organization, called business development, please see figure 3.1) 

is presented in figure 4.5 below.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Organization responsible to the sales tool development. 

This means that manager level employees are executing all modifications to the sales 

tools. There should be executing level employees to execute all needed modifications. 

Part time maintenance is not enough to the sales tools in the modern and intensive busi-

ness environment and it is significant risk to the organization business. All lacks ob-

served beyond this research process needs attention and further improvement tasks in 

the future. There are presented improvements later on this thesis. 

4.5.1 The benchmarked quotation tool 

There was also possibility to benchmarked sub-company’s new quotation tool. The sub- 

company provides mining and construction technology, processes, machinery and ser-
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vices to their customer. They were just implemented their new web- based quotation 

tool. The purpose of the new quotation tool is to quote of mining machinery and is uti-

lizing configurable product structure. 

The benchmarking proved that configurable product structure works well in 

technically complex sales. Web- based quotation tool is also a good alternative to the 

case organization’s new quotation tool. Benefit of the web- based application is for ex-

ample the independent of used platform.  

Administration of sub- company’s quotation tool is centralized to one 10 persons 

department. That department is responsible to control that content of their quotation tool 

is updated and managed via PDM and ERP systems. There is much straightforward sys-

tem architecture as used in the case organization’s quotation tool.  

4.5.2 Current state of the product data management 

The interviewed persons told that product data management is not under control in the 

case organization. In the literature the product management is determined, to the do-

main, which holds two professional disciplines: product planning and product market-

ing. This means that products functionality is built via product planning and via prod-

ucts marketing the product’s value is presented to the customers [32]. It came up, that 

nowadays product manager’s resources expire mainly to the sales supporting tasks and 

technical supporting or training. This means that the roles as the product owners are 

badly neglected. 

 The product management is divided widely in the case organization. The com-

mon product of the all business lines is the company’s automation system called DNA. 

The DNA system and it components have developed by R&D organization. There is 

sub- organization, called as a product home in the R&D organization. Product managers 

or program managers of the DNA system components are working in the product home 

organization.   

There are also several product managers in every business line. They are respon-

sible for the product line’s own products. For example, there are available different pa-

per sensor products in the Quality and Measurements system business line. The distribu-

tion of the product management in the case organization is presented in figure 4.6 be-

low. 
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Figure 4.8 Distributed product management in the case organization. 

The product management and PDM processes are documented in the quality 

manual of the case organization. Nevertheless, the product data management is handled 

in different ways at every single business line. This phenomenon has been become con-

crete with poor quality of the PDM system data. It has reflected further problems in the 

sales tools. The poor quality of the PDM data affected problems and wastage of the re-

sources in the sales and engineering phases of the project.  

As presented previously, the product data needs transfers between several sys-

tems, so it is required that data is correct in the product data master system. The PDM 

application is the right place to control product data and keep data flows under control. 

It is important in the future, that organization uses PDM system coherently.  

One good example of PDM problem is product shapes required in the engineer-

ing tool. These should be controlled via PDM, but nowadays the system engineers used 

their time in the engineering phase to draw shapes in the engineering phase of the pro-

jects. This affected extra costs and waste of time to the projects. The coherent way to 

use PDM provides very good possibility to improve the effectiveness of the whole or-

ganization. 

4.6 Limitations of the study 

This research has executed in the active company so there have been limitations for the 

development project. Scope, time, budget and goals of the project have been determined 

and limited by steering group of the project. This thesis was one subproject of the cabi-

net development project. The main goal and research problems of this thesis were de-

termined in the research plan, which accepted by the development project management 

at the beginning of the project.  
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 The main research problem of this study has been the quality of the quotations in 

the technical dimension and how to fill efficiently customer technical demands in the 

automation project sales. This leads straight to the main goal of this research what has 

been found out the most efficient way to improve quality of the quotations and fulfill 

customer requirements in the automation project sales.  

In practically, the first used research method was half structured interviews to 

organization’s key persons. These interviews brought out that automation system cabi-

nets were not under control in the quotation phases of the projects. The interviews re-

vealed also much other things, such as problems in the organization’s sales tools.  The 

scope of this research has been limited to concern automation system cabinets and sales 

tools. Only ACN- cabinets are handled in this thesis. This research approaches the 

quality problem of the quotations via presenting new sales concept for the ACN- cabi-

nets. The new developed products has developed according to the V- model. The verifi-

cation and validation processes in the V- model are limited out to scope of this thesis.  

The sales tools are also discussed sketchily, because the topic is so wide and there was a 

limited time resource.  

There were also other reasons, why only ACN- cabinets are discussed in this re-

search. The most important reason is the aspect of the risk management. Automation 

system cabinets are in the central role of the case organization business, so it was justi-

fied use ACN- cabinets to proof functionality of the automation system cabinet’s new 

sales concept. The limited labor, financial resources and time resources of the whole 

development project helped to made decision to focus only to the ACN- cabinets. The 

executed improvements are discussed at the next chapter. 
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5 IMPROVEMENTS AND DISCUSSION OF RE-

SULTS 

In this chapter, the improvements executed during this research process are discussed. 

Also improvements to the sales tools required to accomplish in the future are presented. 

The new sales structure for the ACN- cabinet will be presented at beginning of this 

chapter. The latter part of this chapter focuses on the improvement tasks required to the 

sales tool. 

5.1 The new developed sales structure 

During this research process improvements have been done to the ACN- cabinet’s sales 

structure and to the whole automation system cabinet’s sales concept. The development 

process followed V- model and it started with identifying customer requirements as 

mentioned previously.  The high- level design was second step according the V- model. 

In this phase the new ACN- cabinet’s sales structure defined. It is one of the most sig-

nificant operations executed during this research process to improve quality of the quo-

tations: the new configurable ACN- cabinet’s sales structure provides ways to use sev-

eral different technical variations for the ACN- cabinet.  

Configurable features are chosen selected based on the customer demands (high- 

level design), collected during semistructured interviews. The new configurable struc-

ture for the ACN- cabinet is presented step by step in this chapter. Modules presented 

next are developed in the detailed level step of the V- model. 

5.1.1 Basic mechanics and plinths 

In this thesis the cabinet’s basic mechanics means mechanical assembly including cabi-

net frame, roofs, sidewalls, and other non-active mechanical components of the automa-

tion system cabinet. The most of interviewed persons mentioned that the most signifi-

cant customer requirement concerning the basic mechanic of the cabinet is the IP- clas-

sification. There are two different IP- classes used with the ACN- cabinets: IP20 or 

IP54. The cost difference between IP20 and IP54 cabinets is significant. The case or-

ganization uses its own cabinets in IP20 cases and third party cabinets if IP54 classifica-

tion is required.  The cost and technical differences between these cabinet frames gave 

reason to select IP- classification to one feature in the new cabinet’s sales structure. 

Interviewed persons mentioned also issues with cabinet sizes: the current stand-

ard 900mm wide cabinet has been too small in many projects. Problems have been 

solved with 1200mm wide cabinets in the engineering phase, but there is again cost dif-
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ferences between 900mm and 1200mm cabinets. The frame size of the cabinet depends 

on the amount of the automation hardware installed inside of the cabinet. The inter-

viewed persons mentioned also that customers have sometimes requirements consider-

ing size of the automation system cabinets. That is reason why cabinet size has selected 

to one feature in the configurable sales structure. The IP- classification and cabinet’s 

size combined to one selection in the new sales structure. Totally five different cabinet 

mechanics developed and productized based on this conclusion. These mechanics are 

presented in table 5.1 below. 

 

Table 5.1 The new productized ACN- cabinet’s basic mechanics. 

Code Dimensions (Wide x Depth x Height) IP classification 

S447565 900mm x 600mm x 2000mm IP20 

S447566 1000mm x 600mm x 2000mm IP20 

S447567 1200mm x 600mm x 2000mm IP20 

S447569 1000mm x 600mm x 2000mm IP54 

S447570 1200mm x 600mm x 2000mm IP54 

 

This new ACN- cabinet’s basic mechanics includes required mechanical com-

ponents for cabinet construction: frame, doors, sidewalls, roof and additional installa-

tion materials. There is reserved space for the eight ACN- nodes in every basic mechan-

ics. The installation space for the network components varies between different mechan-

ics. There is 12U-mounting space for the power supply package at the cabinet’s lower 

part and 3U- height mounting plate for the network switches at the top of the cabinet in 

every basic mechanics.  

The 900mm wide IP20 ACN- cabinet basic mechanic is presented in the appen-

dix 2 and 1200mm wide IP54 basic mechanic in the appendix 3. The structures of the 

1000mm wide basic mechanics are similar with the 900mm wide basic mechanics. The 

only technical difference is the width of the cable riser section. Change of IP- classifica-

tion does not cause changes to the structure of the basic mechanics: only cabinet frame 

and frame parts will be changed if the IP- classification is changed.   

The Structures of the 1200mm wide IP20 and IP54 basic mechanics are also 

similar. The 900mm and 1000mm wide cabinets are consisting of the 600mm wide cab-

inet segment and a 300mm or 400mm wide cable riser segment. There is installation 

space for the network components in the cable riser segment (see appendix 2). 1200mm 

wide cabinets is consisting of two 600mm wide cabinet segments and is meant for the 

cases where a big amount of network components needs to be installed to the ACN- 

cabinet. The first segment is similar with the 900mm and 1000mm wide cabinets’ 

600mm wide segment. The second 600mm wide segment includes cabinet sized mount-

ing plate. The mounting plate could be used to installation of the network devices and it 

includes needed installation materials: DIN- rails and wiring ducts are already adjusted 
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to the mounting plate. In addition, these components are already included in the cabinet 

total cost.  

 Interviewed persons mentioned that sometimes plinths are required under the 

cabinet frame due to the customer’s demand or to the technical reason. Typically 

100mm and 200mm high plinths are used. The width of the plinth depends straight on 

the width of the cabinet. Both of the IP- classified cabinets need their own plinth types, 

so a total of ten different plinth packages are required. The plinth packages include the 

parts needed to install the plinth under the cabinet. 

Installation of the plinths requires some additional parts, for example cover 

plates to both sides of the cabinet and support brackets, so it was reasonable to produc-

tize plinths as packages. The plinths are quite expensive, especially in the IP20 cabinets. 

If plinths are taken into account at the project quotations, the technical and cost accura-

cies of the quotation improve. During the cabinet development project ten different 

plinth packages have been productized: two high per cabinet’s basic mechanics. 

When the new configurable ACN- cabinet’s sales structure will be used in the 

quotation phase, the customer requirements for the basic mechanics can be noticed and 

the quality of the quotations improved. The new sales structure allows selecting of basic 

mechanics with one selection, in the quotation tool. Nowadays there are five different 

ACN- cabinet’s basic mechanics available in the quotation tool. In addition plinth pack-

ages of these basic mechanics has added to the sales tools. 

5.1.2 Power supply packages 

The interviews revealed that there have been issues with cabinet’s power supply pack-

ages: the changes in the customer base and customer’s special demands mirrors also to 

the cabinet’s internal power supply requirements. There was only one kind of power 

supply package available with the old ACN- cabinet including 115VAC or 230VAC 

supply voltage selection. Technically the old power supply package is still valid, but it 

includes an internal battery backup unit (SPUC). The price of the SPUC has increased 

significantly lately. Project managers mentioned that customers have more and more 

centralized power backup supply devices, for example centralized UPS (uninterruptible 

power supply), so cabinet’s internal backup units are not required in every project. In 

addition, EPS’s customers are often using 24VDC distribution voltage system in their 

plants and the power supply package of the old ACN- cabinet is not valid if 24 VDC 

power distribution systems are used.  

During the system cabinet product & process development project the new pow-

er supply packages have been productized. The needed power supply packages types are 

defined based on the semistructured interviews and are presented in the table 5.2 below. 
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Table 5.2 The new productized ACN- cabinet’s power supply packages. 

Code Type 

S447580 2 x 115..230VAC 40A 

S447581 2 x 115VAC SPUC 

S447582 2 x 230VAC SPUC 

S447583 2 x 24VDC 

S447584 2 x VAC Distribution 

 

The salespersons are nowadays able to select the power supply type of the ACN- 

cabinet in the sales phase based on the customer’s requirements. The 2 x 115...230VAC 

40A power supply package is meant for the cases where no internal backup is needed or 

supply voltage is not standard or various. The power supply packages including the 

SPUC unit are almost similar to the old ACN- cabinet’s power supply package. The 

new 2 x 24VDC power supply is meant for the cases where customer has centralized 

DC distribution system. The structure of the 2 x 115...230VAC 40A power supply 

package is presented in figure 7.1 below. 
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Figure 5.1 The new 2 x 115...230VAC 40A power supply package to the ACN- cabinets. 

All parts of the power supply package are installed to the 12U mounting plate 

and it is possible to install power supply packages to each ACN- cabinet’s basic me-

chanics. Figure 5.1 illustrates how power supply and diode modules are mounted to the 

lower part of the mounting plate. In the middle section there are terminal blocks for the 

protective earth wires and cabinet’s power supply cables. The main switches of the cab-

inet are also installed to the middle section of the mounting plate. The upper section 

includes terminal blocks and fuses for the cabinet’s internal DC distribution. The re-

quired DIN- rails and wiring ducts are also included in every power supply package. 

The ACN cabinet is essentially workable when power supply package is mounted to the 

some basic mechanics. However, typically some cabinet accessories are required, espe-

cially with the IP54 classified cabinets. These are discussed next.  
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5.1.3 Cabinet accessories 

There are also some accessories and extra features required for the automation system 

cabinets, for example the IP54 classified cabinets are typically requiring fan to control 

cabinet’s inside temperature. The fan requires power supply, filter units and control 

components, affecting extra cost to the projects. Quotation’s accuracies can be im-

proved easily when implementing cabinet accessories to the configurable sales struc-

ture. 

 During the development project three different fan & filter packages have been 

productized and are presented in table 5.3. These packages are similar together, but the 

voltage of the fan unit is different: there is only technical reason why three different 

packages are productized. The packages are including following components: fan unit, 

filter units, fuse and terminal blocks for the wirings and required cables. 

 

Table 5.3 Fan & Filter units and lightning accessories to the ACN- cabinets. 

Code Name 

S447578 Fan & filter package, 115 VAC 

S447591 Fan & filter package, 230 VAC 

S447592 Fan & filter package, 24 VDC 

S447579 Light & door switch package 

 

Interviewed persons mentioned that customers require often lighting inside their 

automation system cabinets. Lightning facilitates maintenance of the automation system 

cabinets and makes installation works more comfortable at the installation & start-up 

phase of the project. The cabinet lights and door switches are also good to take into ac-

count at the quotation phase, and are now a part of the new configurable ACN- cabinet’s 

structure. A light & door switch package has been productized during the cabinet devel-

opment project and is presented in the table 5.3. The Light & door switch package in-

cludes following items: LED- light, door switch, wires and necessary installation mate-

rials.  

Taking accessories into account at the quotations, these technical specifications 

will respond much more efficiently to the customer requirements and will provide a 

better base for the engineering & manufacturing phase. The quotation cost accuracy 

reaches a higher level, because costs of the cabinet accessories and their installation 

costs have been taken into account at the sales phase of the project.  

5.1.4 Productized rack mounting kits 

One big difference between the old and the new basic mechanic is the ACN- nodes 

mounting shelves: the old basic mechanic includes four shelves for ACN RT nodes, but 

the new basic mechanics does not include any shelves. In the case study to the cabinet’s 
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purchase invoices it came up that there have been issue with installation shelves of the 

ACN- nodes as discussed in the previous chapter.  

During the DNA system cabinet product & process development project there 

have been productized new mounting kits for the ACN computers. When ACN node 

needs install to the ACN- cabinet the installation shelf is required. In addition, some 

miscellaneous components are needed: for example screws, power supply wires, net-

work cables, fuses and terminal blocks. In the new mounting kits all required compo-

nents are added to the product. In addition, the cost of installation work is also taken 

into account. The productized ACN rack mounting kits are listed in the table 5.4. The 

rack mounting kits fulfill requirements of the standard IEC 60297. 

 

Table 5.4 The productized mounting kits for the ACN computers.  

Code Name 

S447615 ACN WS rack mounting kit 

S447616 ACN RT, PO, AS rack mounting kit 

S447617 ACN CS rack mounting kit 

 

The productized ACN mountings kits are added to the quotation tool after the 

new configurable ACN- cabinet, as we can see in figure 5.2. The ACN nodes are select-

ed at the upper part of the lotto file.  The position makes possible to use product cata-

log’s Excel based functions in the quotation tool: The quotation tool calculates required 

amounts for the mounting kits and shows proposal in the configurator cell. This sepa-

rates clearly in figure 5.2: It is easy to the sales personnel to feed required amounts to 

the quantity cell. 

5.1.5 Configurable sales structure 

In this section, the new developed sales structure for the ACN- cabinets is presented as 

it implemented to the quotation tool during this research. The sales structure consists of 

the productized modules discussed previously in this chapter. The selected high-level 

product code for the configurable ACN- cabinet is CAB0001. In the quotation tool, 

sales personnel choose features or modules to the ACN- cabinet as presented next.  

The configurable ACN- cabinet is presented in the screen capture figure 5.2, as 

it is in the case organization’s quotation tool. The configuration is executed using drop-

down menu from the grey cells in the Size column: the salesperson just chooses wanted 

characteristics to the cabinet using these cells. The configurator cells give suggestion 

how many components should be selected, helping the salesperson to make accurate 

quotation and the salesperson feed required amounts per component to the quantity cell.  
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Figure 5.2 New configurable ACN- cabinet in the quotation tool. 

The row CAB0001 is the upper level product code including any components or fea-

tures, because the configuration is made with the lower level selections. The lower level 

selections entail components and features to the ACN- cabinet, as presented previously. 

If there is a need to quote different ACN- cabinets, it is possible to add a new ACN- 

cabinet template to the quotation tool under the CA0001 group and create different cab-

inet configurations. To prevent a slower quotation making in cases where an old version 

of the ACN- cabinet is used, a feature was inserted to the quotation tool. Thanks to this 

feature the ACN- cabinet’s basic mechanics and power supply package will be added 

automatically. 

 As we can see in figure 5.2, with the first selection salesperson chooses cabinet’s 

basic mechanic. The possible basic mechanics are presented in the table 5.1. With the 

second selection the salesperson can choose the plinth if it is required. Two previous 

selections include all cabinet frame parts and determinate the cabinet’s physical dimen-

sions. The third selection defines the type of the cabinet’s power supply package. The 

available power supply packages are listed in the table 5.2. The fourth and fifth selec-

tions are reserved for the fan &filter and light & door switch packages. Both packages 

are always additional options for the ACN- cabinet, but strongly recommended with 

IP54- classified cabinets. 

ACN- cabinet generally has typically several incoming and outgoing network 

and power supply cables. The network cables are typically optical or twisted pair cables. 

The sixth selection makes addition of fiber optic cable panels possible. During the sem-

istructured interviews it came up that terminal panels for the fiber optic cables are wide-

ly used in the ACN- cabinets, so taking fiber optic panels into account in the quotation 

phase improves technical and cost accuracy of the quotations.  

 As discussed previously, the automation systems are technically complex sys-

tems, comprising several different network components installed inside of the automa-

tion system cabinets. Case study to cabinets purchasing invoices revealed that installa-
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tion of these components caused significant labor costs in the manufacturing phase of 

the project. It is very difficult to define exact amounts for the installed devices per cabi-

net at the quotation phase, but there is correlation between amount of the active compo-

nents and the cabinet size. The configurator cell in the “installation of the active com-

ponents” row proposes estimated amounts based on the selected basic mechanics. How-

ever, the sales personnel feed desired amounts to the quantity cell. This affects positive-

ly to the cost accuracy of the quotations.  

 During this research it was observed that marking of the cabinet’s internal wir-

ings caused cost problems to the projects, if marking practice differs from the case or-

ganization’s standard. It is difficult to predict how much special markings will increase 

cabinet’s costs in the quotation phase. It is notably better to take special marking cost 

into account in the approximated level, than ignore these. The cost of the special cabinet 

internal wirings are approximated based on the old projects cabinet’s invoices. The 

salespersons are able to select cabinet’s internal wiring marking type in the quotation 

tool: possibilities are standard and customer specific. Thanks to this selection quota-

tion’s technical and cost accuracies improves. 

 

5.1.6 The new sales structure in the quotation’s technical specifications 

This section presents how the new ACN- cabinet’s sales structure and mounting kits are 

shown to the customers in the technical specification of the quotations. The new config-

urable sales structure answers efficiently to the most common customer requirements 

discussed previously as figure 5.3 illustrates. There is an example ACN- cabinet config-

uration shown with rack mounting kits. 
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Figure 5.3 The new ACN- cabinet and mounting kits in the quotation’s technical speci-

fication. 

Quantity cell tells amounts for the whole cabinet or separated sub- assemblies. 

There are not presented amounts for frame, plinth, power supply package, cooling pack-

age or additional works. Light & door switch packages are presented that salespersons 

are able to determine are cabinets lighted on both sides. The unit prices of these rows 

are not shown to the customer. This kind manner of representation improves also signif-

icantly efficiency of the cabinet engineering, because searching initial data reduces con-

siderably. In addition, it is possible that quotation’s hit- rate improves because quotation 

responds effectively to the customer requirements.  

In the literature there are also references descripting how product configuration 

can improve quality of the quotations. Hvam et al. described in their study several ad-

vantages to the IT- based product configuration system, used to support the process of 

engineering highly complex industrial products. The product in the study was Danish 

cement plant. The presented results are collected during three years operation time of 

the system. In their case lead- time for making project quotations has been reduced from 

2-5 weeks to 1-3 days and the IT- based system has improved quality of the quotations 

significantly: nowadays quotations are more consistent and easier to read. In addition, 

they observed that engineering resources for making a budget have been significantly 

reduced [13]. It is obvious, that in the case organization of this research similar ad-

vantages can be achieved with configurable sales structure. 
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5.1.7 Concept test with the turbine control cabinets 

There was a great opportunity to test developed automation system cabinet’s modular 

structure with the case organization’s turbine control cabinets. There was an internal 

explanation concerning turbine cabinet’s sales inaccuracies.  It came up that there have 

been problems with the turbine control cabinet’s cost accuracy in the several projects. 

The realized costs of the cabinets have been too high affecting negatively to the pro-

ject’s margins. The main reason for this is the non- suitable turbine control cabinet’s 

sales structure. The turbine control cabinet has a modular structure, but modules of the 

turbine control cabinet have not been productized carefully and product data is not in 

acceptable level. However, turbine control cabinet has already defective modular sales 

structure in the sales tool, but it has not been in a line with the customer requirements 

and some modules have been unnecessary.  

This affected that the turbine cabinets have been sold technically with insuffi-

cient accuracy, leading further to inaccuracies in the cost accuracy. There were conflu-

ences in problems between turbine control cabinets and the old ACN- cabinet, for ex-

ample quoting of the IP54- classified turbine control cabinet has not been possible. It 

observed that it is quite easy to choose required modules to the new turbine control cab-

inet’s sales structure, based to the delivered turbine control cabinets.   

In the future, the sales structure of the turbine control cabinets should be built 

with the productized modules. The modules need to be found out in the PDM, ERP, 

engineering tools and sales tools. It identified the most common modules of the turbine 

control cabinet during the concept test. These modules and preliminary sales structure 

for the turbine control cabinet presented to the responsible product manager and comes 

approved. 

In addition, preliminary sales structure for the turbine control cabinet tested in 

the sales tools and it works well. However, the productization of the turbine control 

modules postponed to the future, because of the limited financial and labor resources. It 

is recommended to productize the modules of the turbine control cabinet in the future. 

The turbine control cabinet case proved that the modular structure is workable with all 

kind of automation system cabinets.  

5.2 Recommended improvements in the future 

In this section, recommended steps of the further cabinet developments are discussed: 

these steps are following V- model’s steps presented previously. In addition, there is 

proposed rough guideline how sale tool development project in the case organization 

could be handled in the future.  

It is very important in the future, to develop sales tools, used in the automation 

projects quotation phase with the state of the art technology solutions. The semistruc-

tured interviews revealed that sales tools of the case organization, especially the quota-

tion tool affected negatively to the quality of the quotations. These identified weakness-
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es in the current quotations and sales tools are descripted in the previous chapter. It is 

obviously, that the quotation tool is one of the most powerful ways to improve quota-

tion’s quality in the case organization, because old sales tools are outdated as presented 

previously. In addition, better quality of the quotations improves performance of the 

whole organization and its project delivery process, because information seeking time 

will reduce in the engineering phase. The development of the sales tools means, in prac-

tice, that sales tools should renew with new technology. The recommended process 

model for this is also V- model, because it is suitable to SW- engineering and it is re-

quirement driven. 

Presented improvement recommendations are divided to the three different peri-

ods: short term, middle term and long-term. The short term improvements should be 

executed after six months. The middle term improvements time period is from six 

months to one and half year and the long term improvements needs to be done after 

three year from the project start. The required improvements period by period are dis-

cussed next.  

5.2.1 Short term improvements 

Required improvements and tasks in a short run are presented in this section. All new 

developed products and product structure, presented previously, are under sub- system 

validation phase at the publication moment of this thesis. This phase, discussed in the 

V- model’s chapter is required to finish at the very first. There are some required indi-

vidual tasks requiring perform, for example the sub-assemblies 3-D modeling has not 

finished. The documentation needs to be under control before new products launched, 

so product data and documents needs to be under control in the product data manage-

ment software. After that, next tasks are verification and validation steps of the ACN- 

cabinet as V- model presents.   

 After finalization of the ACN- cabinet’s product structure and modules, the old 

ACN- cabinet needs replace with the new configurable ACN- cabinet in the sales tools. 

The new configurable sales structure has implemented to sales tools during this re-

search, but before releasing of the new ACN- cabinet sales structure and new automa-

tion system cabinet products needs product’s documentation be valid, including re-

quired product documents needed in the sales tools. These documents can be for exam-

ple data sheets and product pictures. The new configurable ACN- cabinet will be also 

proof-of- concept to the other cabinet products: if the configurable sales structure of the 

new ACN- cabinet proved useful in a practice, also other cabinet products needs to 

productize to the same line with the new ACN- cabinet.  

The final assignment in a short run is to allocate resources to the sales tool de-

velopment and renew activities. The present day sales tools are not up-to- date as ob-

served lacks presented in the previous chapter proved. Without any improvement ac-

tions to the present- day sales tools there is a very significant business risk to the case 

organization. The V- model is recommended alternative to sales tools development pro-
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cess in the future. According to the V- model concept of operations is the first phase and 

it should be started after recourse allocating. 

5.2.2 Middle term improvements 

In case that configurable sales structure proved useful it is recommended to productize 

all automation system cabinet types to the same line with each other in the middle term 

run. In practice this means that every cabinet have a modular configurable sales struc-

ture, based to the customer demands and developed according to the V- model. ACN- 

cabinet alone is not enough to improve quality of the case organization’s quality, be-

cause customer requirements are considering also other cabinet types. There are four 

different automation system cabinet types waiting development. In case that all automa-

tion system cabinets have coherent configurable sales structure, sales personnel are able 

to answer efficiently to the customer requirements. This means that quotations technical 

and cost accuracies will increase significantly and automation system cabinets can be 

profitable products to the case organization in the future.  

The main middle term development activity is start renew process for the sales 

tools. The main goal in this phase is to find out the best sales tools architecture (high 

level design) based on the system requirements. These requirements should be identified 

before according the V- model. The benchmarking proved that the web- based sales tool 

is a very good alternative. There are several studies discussing about benefits of the 

web- based quotation tools in the literature. For example Hongbo et al. presented that 

there are a number of advantages with the web- based quotation tool: it is easy to use 

and update, simple operation, high interactivity with customer and user- friendly inter-

face [33]. 

The semistructured interviews revealed that there are problems in the product 

data management at the case organization. Quotation tool of the benchmarked sub- 

company is web- based configurator and it content is managed from the corporations 

SAP- system by separated team. This means that data flow is under control and there are 

allocated enough resources to keep sales tool up- to- date.  It is recommended that prod-

uct data flows and management comes straight forwarded also in the case organization. 

The separated sales tool development team is also required in the future, because the 

present- day maintenance organization is not enough efficient to handle all required 

updating tasks. All these actions will improve efficiency of sales and engineering organ-

izations. 

 The clarifying of the product manager roles is also recommended in the middle 

term future. It is recommended that they operated more as product owners having better 

possibilities to focus more to the markets field analysis and product management tasks. 

The product management means needs to be coherent thought organization in the future. 

This means that organization needs understand the importance of the PDM and use it in 

an efficient way as a support tool in the productizing process of the new products. The 

product manager needs to be able to control the whole productizing process. In practi-
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cally, this means that PDM documentation, training and management need to be con-

trolled systematically through tools in a middle term run. 

Interviews revealed that there is also much potential work to do with the quota-

tion documents. There are several different technical documents appended with the au-

tomation project quotation letters. For example there are often system layouts and cabi-

net templates included with the quotations. A few interviewed persons mentioned that 

quotation appendixes do not fulfill all present-day quality requirements. The example 

layouts are often rough and unsalable Power Point documents including several mis-

takes. Interviewed persons mentioned, that there is a very good engineering tool used in 

the engineering phase to drawing of the automation system layouts and cabinet draw-

ings. Same tool includes module to draw saleable example documents, but it is outdated 

nowadays and not used. It would be reasonable to update this so-called “salesman” 

module in the middle term run. The better quality of the quotation documents affected 

positively to the overall quality of the project quotation and further improves quota-

tion’s hit- rate. In addition, poor quality of the quotation’s appendixes do not affect 

positively to the company’s imago.  

5.2.3 Long term improvements 

After middle term improvements all automation system cabinets have configurable sales 

structure, so cabinets are in the continuous improvement cycle at this phase. The main 

goal for the long-term improvements is execute detailed level design and implementa-

tion of the new sales tools. These steps are inheriting from V- model. After implementa-

tion it starts verification and validation process to the sales tools. When all required test 

are executed new sales tools could be launched. The sales persons training is very im-

portant before launching, so it is very recommended that organization take care about 

internal training.  

 Problems in the product data management should be fixed in the long run. This 

means that there are coherent ways to use PDM thought whole organization. The 

productization of the new products needs to be also under control and all products needs 

to be controlled via PDM.  

 The structure of the new sales tools should be simpler as nowadays, so there will 

be need to transfer data from old system to the new one. In this phase it could make 

sense to start data harmonization to the PDM and ERP systems. The harmonized data 

makes possible to use tools more efficiently. There should be no needs for the several 

Notes and SQL databases, as it is nowadays. The PDM software and ERP system are 

quite usable looked with the long- term run, so in the ideal case there are only three dif-

ferent support system used: PDM as product data master, ERP as cost master and the 

new sales tools as the pricing master. All other business applications could utilize data 

for these three master databases 

As mentioned, there are also much development needs in the quotation docu-

ments. It is good goal in the long run, that the automation system cabinets could be 

straight manufactured based on the sales phase documents in the simplest projects. This 
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means that product documents needs to be quality and projects are sold correctly. This 

kind of improvements reduces significantly needed engineering costs at the delivery 

phase of the project and affected positively to the whole organization’s effectiveness. 

The most recommended improvements are collected and discussed next. 

5.2.4 The most recommended improvements 

Because the operational environment is active company it is obviously that there will 

not be resources to execute all presented actions. However, the most recommended im-

provement actions and expected impacts are collected to table below. 

 

Table 5.4 The most recommended improvement actions in the future 

 

  
Period 

(months) 

Proposals for improvement 

actions Expected impacts 

Short - 

term 
0 - 6  

Finish Verification & valida-

tion steps to ACN- cabinet 

 

Allocate resources to further 

improvements  

The new ACN- cabinet can be re-

leased to sales 

 

Resources to continue cabinet and 

start sales tools developments  

Middle - 

term 
6 - 18 

Start high level design phase 

to sales tools 

 

All automation system cabi-

nets are updated and released 

to sales 

Sales tools architecture decided 

 

 

 

Quality of the quotations improves 

 

Long- 

term 
18- 36 

Validation and verification to 

the new sales tools executed 

  

Sales tools can be launched 

 

 

These improvements should institute, because these will impact positively to quotations 

quality. The sales tools should renew will be also reasonable, as Hvam et al presented: 

IT-based product configuration systems is a way to optimize the quotation and engineer-

ing processes, hence the costs of making a quotation can be reduced and the efficiency 

can be improved in other areas such as better knowledge sharing, improved quality of 

quotations, and shorter lead-time [13].  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

This research presents how quality of the automation project quotations was improved 

in the case organization. In the previous internal studies case organization has observed 

that only 20% of projects have been able to use its standard automation system cabinet 

products. Same problem was confirmed during this research process. This thesis pre-

sents how quality problems are resulted mainly from outdated sales tools and unsuitable 

sales structure of the automation system cabinets. In addition, it came up that there have 

been organizational problems in the development of the sale tools and in product data 

management. 

 This research was executed as a mixed method study. Triangulation was used to 

improve validity of the study. Main used research method was semi-structured inter-

views with organization’s key persons and minor methods were ERP data analysis and 

case study for limited group of executed projects. All operated improvement tasks are 

based on the results from the outcomes from semi- structure interviews or case study. 

ERP data analysis was used in measuring of current state of the automation system cab-

inets. 

The main observed problem as that automation system cabinets have not been 

under control in the project’s sales phase. Nowadays automation system markets cus-

tomers have different requirements for the automation system cabinets and project de-

liverer needs to be able to answer to these requirements. There have been only standard 

automation system cabinet products available in the quotation tool of the case organiza-

tion at the beginning of this research. This has made answering to the customer re-

quirements impossible at the sales phase. The results from this difficulty have been in-

sufficient technical and cost accuracies of the quotations.  

The new modular sales structure for the automation system cabinets was devel-

oped and proved workable in this thesis. The main reason for designing and manufactur-

ing configurable products is the ability to efficiently fulfill a wide range of customer 

requirements [16]. Limited scope and resources affected that only automation system 

cabinets for the process control nodes, called as an ACN- cabinets are discussed in this 

thesis. 

 It came up that outdates sales tools affected negatively to the quality of the pro-

ject quotations. The sales tools of the case organization are built over IBM Lotus Notes 

and MS Excel and these development activities have not been in enough good level. 

Sales tools included already primitive configurator feature, but it was not utilized wide-

ly. The configurator feature allowed implement new sales structure for the ACN- cabi-

net. Today, sales personnel are able to choose required modules and features to the 
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ACN- cabinet based on the customer requirements at the sales phase of the project. This 

improves efficiently technical and cost accuracy of the quotations.  

 The new modular sales structure for the automation system cabinets has required 

a lot of engineering work. New sub- assembly modules for the ACN- cabinet have de-

termined, developed and productized during this research. The modules are based to the 

most common customer requirements presented in the fifth chapter. The customer re-

quirements identified during the semi-structured interviews for the organization’s key 

persons. The new sales structure makes possible to quote ACN- cabinet, for example, 

with the different sizes, IP- classifications or power supply types. All new developed 

ACN- cabinet products was developed using the V- model. There is illustrated highly 

configured and customer specified ACN- cabinet in figure 6.1.  

The new sales structure for the ACN- cabinet has proved workable and is a proof 

of concept to other automation system cabinet types, after all required test has finished. 

It is required that all other automation system cabinet types will be productized in the 

same line with the ACN- cabinet in the future. 

 

Figure 6.1 The new configured ACN- cabinet. 

 

It is presented that there have been serious problems with the case organization’s 

sales tools and these maintenance in this thesis. For example, there has not been visuali-
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zation in the quotation tool. In addition, product information has not been valid in the 

sales tools. There has been a business development team responsible for the sales tools 

maintenance, but it has consisted of the three manger level employees and in particular-

ly, it has been one part-time pensioned employee taking care of sales tool updating. In 

addition, there have not been development activities going. Sales tools have been signif-

icant source to the insufficient quality of the automation project quotations and in the 

long run sales tools will create business risk to the case organization. It is required to 

update sales tools in the future. The updating requires much additional research.  

 In summary, the configurable structure to the automation system cabinets was 

proved workable and come approved widely in the case organization. It is required to 

continue development activities and productize all automation system cabinet products 

in the same line with the ACN- cabinet. Unfortunately, it is very hard to analyze how 

big cost savings could affect by new sales structure of the automation system cabinets. 

The benefits are anyway significantly and improved effectiveness of whole organiza-

tion. A lot of work is still required with the sales tools and cabinet products, to ensure 

competiveness and successful future of the case organization.  
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APPENDIX 1: ACN- CABINET’S RELATIVE COSTS IN THE CASE 

PROJECTS 
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APPENDIX 2: NEW IP22 W900MM ACN CABINET BASIC ME-

CHANIC 
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APPENDIX 3: NEW IP54 W1200MM ACN CABINET BASIC ME-

CHANIC 


